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NOTES ON MEETING WITH THE PRESIDENT
Uranium Enrichment
RE:
Friday, October 3, 1975
10:30 a.m.
Oval Office
Conversation for Follow Up
The President and Seamans estimate the following timetable:
1.

The GAO report will take about two weeks.

2.

The JCAE will meet in about two weeks to study
the report before they start hearings.

3.

The hearings will take at least a week.

The President wants to get a firm commitment from Pastore
on a definite date to start the hearings - hopefully no later
than Monday, November 3rd.
The President wants to call Senator Pastore about setting
a definite date, and wants me to suggest a time for the call
after
a) GAO report is out
b) I have had a chance to talk to Senator
Baker about what Senator Pastore is
willing to do.
The President emphasized we should also keep in close
touch with John Anderson about the hearings, our proposal,
and the legislation.
On the question of when we should make some judgment as
to the viability of the UEA plan, Seamans emphasized we
should do this before the hearings began.
We would not make any public comment on UEA's viability
but our witnesses could be guided by whether we think
UEA can bring together partners and financing.
The President made these points:
1.

We believe we have a viable plan for private
enterprize to be bringing into commercial
production, new forms of energy, and we have
put that plan forward.

2.

UEA believes they come under that umbrella.
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3.

Other groups producing energy also believe
they come under that umbrella, e.g. with
centrifuge.

4.

If UEA cannot meet the standards we have
set we have a responsibility, in terms of
meeting energy needs, to go another route,
i.e. the diffusion add-on at Portsmouth.

Seamans made two important points about UEA's potential
foreign investors:
a)

Iran wants assurances that they can have
their own uranium enrichment plant - which
we don't think Congress would in any sense
accept.

b)

Japan wants to buy enriched uranium from the
United States, but is not committed to either
UEA, centrifuge, or the United States Government's
production.
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CO~WTROLLER

EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS FOR
GOVERN":·fENT ASSISTANCE TO PRIVATE
URANIU}1 ENRICHHENT GROUP

GENERAL'S

REPORT TO ElF; JOI~T
COHHITTEE ON AT0~1IC ENERGY

Before uranium can be used in most nuclear powerplants, it must
undergo a process called enrichment •. All existing domestic
uranium enrichment facilities are owned by the Energy Research
and Development Administration.

To meet the projected growth

in nuclear powerplants, construction of new enrichment capacity
must be started soon.

(See p 5)

On June 26, 1975, the President proposed to Congress legislation
to allow the Energy Research and Development Administr.ation to
assist private firms so they could build, own, and operate
commercial uranium enrichment facilities to furnish this needed
capacity.

This assistance would include the technical and

financial support necessary to insure that enrichment facilities

built by private industry perform successfully.

The legislation

.Proposes that Government assistance be given to an unlimited
number of private ventures but, in total, would be limited to
a maximum of $8 billion. - {See p 9)

The Energy Research and Development Administration and private
firms interested in building enrichment plants say that this
Government assistance is necessary to overcome some of the
uncertainties associated
ment capacity.

w~th

private firms providing enrich-

These uncertainties are:

--the processes have not been sho\m operable in a.
commercial environment,
--the technology is classified,

I

--large capital requirements and long pay-back period
are required,
--licensing uncertainties exist,
--threat of a nuclear moratorium exists,

I

--many domestic electrical utilities are in weak
financial condition (see p 11)

On May 30, 1975, a private group made a proposal for Government
assistance and assurances to help in building an enrichment
plant in Alabama, estimated to cost $3.5 billion.

This plant

would use the technology the Government has used successfully
in its plants for 30 years.

The private group estimates that

foreign countries will contribute about 60 percent of the $3.5
billion and will receive the same percentage of the plant's
enriched product.

II

The private

g~oup's

(See p 15)
proposal requests the Government to, among

other things

;
l

I
I

--guarantee the plant will work successfully,
--buy any excess enrichment products,
--supply enrichment services if the plant can't produce
enough,

I

/

..
--buy the assets and assume the liability of all
domestic groups involved if the plant fails. (Seep 20)
At the same time, domestic equity holders· in the plant essentially
will receive a guaranteed 15 percent return on their investment.
The next plant is expected to be t.he last time the current
enrichment technology is used iri a new plant.

Later plants

are expected to utilize a more efficient process.

(See p 7)

An alternative to private industry building the next enrichment
capacity is the Government adding capacity to one of its plants.
Conclusions
GAO believes the private group's proposal should be rejected because
--it would use a technology that will not again be used
--it faces financing uncertainties which could cause the Government
to take over plant ownership
--it guarantees the investors a rate of return in the long run,
even though the Government assumes most, if not all, risks
associated with building and operating the plant
--the group might have problems in getting the plant on line
when it is needed
Instead, GAO believes the Government should add-on to its existing
plant because
--it could be constructed for about $600 million less than the
private group's plant
--it would more likely be ready when needed
- i t could be built in two stages, thereby "buying" time
until the mocc. efficient' process can be coc:·.aercialized.

l

GAO believes management of the Government enrichment facilities
could be mo~e effectively accomnlished
by. a corporation having a selfrfinancing author~ty to borrow funds from the. Treasury or the public.
A self-financing proposal would free the
of the budget.processes.

corporation from the constraints

(Seep 60)

GAO recognizes that Gove:rnment·assistance and

as~urances

may

be justified to encourage 'industries to build plants using
these advanced processes.

Accordingly, GAO feels that Govern-

ment should continue its efforts to encourage private enrichers
to build plants using the advanced processes.

But, in these

efforts, GAO feels the Go·1ernment should seek to get a more
reasonable and equitable sharing of risk by the private
enrichers and the Government than is contained in the proposal
made by the private group.

(See p 62)

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
JOINT CO~·h-!ITTEE ON AT0i-1IC ENERGY
The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy should consider
--Authorizing the 'Energy Research and Development Administration
to construct the next-increment of the enrichment capacity
utilizing the proven enrichment process.

.1

--Establishing a Government corporation with selffinancing authority to manage the Government's uranium
enrichment facilities.
--Developing,legislation authorizing the Energy Research
and Development Administration to enter into corporative
agreements \-rith private enrichers using advanced technologies.

0-IAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The

~ederal

Government through its Energy Research and

Developmen~

Admi..--llstration1..(EimA) 0\.ns all existing uranium enrichment capacity in the
United States.
Additional capacity
nn.lSt be built if enriched uranium
.
.
is to be available to fuel nuclear pOiver reactors lvhich come on line in
..

.

.

the early 1980's.

Bec:ause

a~ ~east

.

8 years will be required to bl:rild

additional capacity., decisions regarding its development must be made soon.
·:. Since ·1971, the Executive Brqnch has £6110\ved policies and progrruns
t

designed to encourage private industry ~evelopment of uranium enrichment.
.
.
L"l 1975· the ?fe.s ident proposed to ·Congress legislation--called the
huclear Fuel ASsurance Act Qf 19?5--that would enable ERDA to negotiate
.
.
·and ·enter into cooperative arrangements lvith private organizations tr~t
·wish to build,

0\111,

an~ operate p~ants for ' enriching uranium.

Tile

legislation· is intended to (1) provide needed enrichment capacity and
(~) · create a competitive uranium enrichment in~ustry.
The.Chai~an

of the joint Committee on Atomic Energy asked us to

· revl~w the
legislative-proposal
and. a.. related propos~l made · to
.
.

·,

•.

ERnA by

a_priyat~·-_finn. J'hat. finn proposes ·to build the next il;lcr~ent ol

·uranium ~nriChment .capacity ~ubject. to receiving _a numb~r of Government
as$Urances. -this' report sumrr~rize.s the re$ults of our revie~ •
..·.

..

lThe E~~rgy. Reorga~ization-Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438) .
· abolished the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and established the
Energy Research and Deve·lopment Administration and the Nuclear
Regulatory
u..~.ssion on ".nua·.cy 19 , 19-5 .
.1 of ~.he AEC
.
programs and activities discussed in this report are now carr~ed
o.ut by the Energy Research and Development Administration .

Several basic quescions must be coroidered in any evaluation of
the factors bearing or development of additional urcmium enrichment

.

capacity.
--Since the Governnent could feasibly add-on to its existing uranium
enrichment capacity, what are
havL~g

~he

advantages and disadvantages of

private industry involvement in terms of costs, competition,

and other factors?
--Should the next increment of· uranium enrich11ent capacity use _the
technolo~;

proven successful in Government plants, or should

other promising, but untried, technologies be expedited?
--l'fuat type of· competitive environment would exist for a private
uranium enrichment finn

operatL~g

under the proposal now before

ERDA?

-·-l\'hat Government guarantees will be made to get private enterprise
involved in uranium

enrich~ent?

The following chapters of this report contain
each of

th~se

informa~ion

bearing on

questions.

URANIUM 8\'RICJI:'.fEi'ff--\\'PAT A:~'D WHERE IT IS
Uranium enrichment iRvo--lves separating the two principal.
isotopes of uranium found ·in nature--uraniUm 235 and uranium 238 •·
Uranium in ;its natural state contains 0.711 weight percent uranium
235 ~

The work done to separate·. these is·otopes (or enriching t_he

uranium 235 component), is called separative work and the product

2

achieved is called enriched uranium.

The production capacity of

enrichment plants is in terms of "separ.ative work units. •r A
separat1ve work unit

(SI~)

is not a quantity of material but is a

measure of the effort expended to separate a given quantity of
uranium feed into two streams, one having a higher percentage
uranium 235.

/

Most domestic and foreign commercial nuclear power reactors
use slightly enriched uranium--bet"iveen 2 and 4 percent by weight
uranium

235-~as

fuel.

Uranium products of_higher enrichment (5

·to 97 percent uranium 235) are used for \.;eapons purposes, as ·fuel.

3·

for high temperature gas cooled reactors and for specialized
react6rs.
Uranium enrichment facilities in the United States consists
of three plants. located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; near Paducah,
Kentucky; and near Portsmouth, Ohio.

These plants are owned by

the Government and are- operated by private firms under cost-plusfixed-fee management contracts.

Union Carbide Co·rporation,

Nuclear Division ·operates· the Oak Ridge and Paducah plants and
Atom:~:c

Goodyear

Corporation operates the Portsmouth plant.

ERDA's three. enrichment 'plants are the major sources for
e~riching·

uranium in the world.

Other nations and consortiums

are operating and are planning to construct enrichment plants.
These foreign. initiatives appear to have accelerated in the last
years >vhen there has not been any new U.S. capacity.

Information

on the current status of existing, planned, and potential enrichment plants .outside the United States is contained in Appendix I.
"ERD~

supplies

enrich~~nt

services to both domestic and .foreign

customers ·.under three major types of

contrac~s:

(1) requirements

. contracts under tvhich .ERDA agrees tcr supply- all 'of the enriched
trran~um

required· to fuel a specific nuclear reacto_r·;. (2) long-term,

Uxed-commit~~u.t contract.s under tvhich ERDA agrees- tu provi~e fixed

amoun.ts of .enriched" uranium for .. a·certain time period; arid
(3) conditional contracts under which ERDA agrees. to pr~vide
.
.
enriched uranium if certain ·enriching capacity currently under

.·

contract is freed.

The table below shmvs the distribution of

contracts as of August 30, 1975, among the three types of
foreig~ and domestic customers.

Type of contract
Requirements
Long-term, fixed
conunitment
Subtotal
.Conditional
Total

Domestic
Foreign
Total
------(in thousands of megawatts)-77

26

103

131
208

81
107
14
121

212
315
14
329

208

=

--

--

The total commitment for enrichment services shotvn above
represents ERDA's total enrichment capacity.

Consequently, for

the continued gro>vth of nucie.:{r power- beyond the early 1980s,
provisions must be made for additional enrichment capacity.
\Vhile the exact

n~~ber

and timing of ad9itional enrichment

plants will vary t..rith the assumptions made regarding such things
as .the rate of nuclear power

grow~h,

any growth in nuclear power

will require new enrichment capacity.
Considerirtg the lead time required to either build new capacity
or add-em to_existing plants (about 8 years), a decision to·
provide for this capacity must ·be made soon.

ERDA says that

the next _increment of e;richment capacity will be needed in 'about ·
1983.

Various ERDA actions are possible which could delay the
"time when additional capacity is needed, including (1) increase
current enrichment output in ERDA's plants by adjusting the
operating characteristics (in enrichment jargon--raising the
plants' tails level) which would require more uranium feed,
(2) c~ncel ERDA's enrichment c~ntracts
with foreign customers, (3) using more of
stockpile of enriched uranium to

m~et

~he

existing ERDA

customer needs.

ERDA

.·

believes· that each of these actions would be drastic and
unreasonable.

\{e have not analyzed these· actions in depth;

on the sur~ace, however, we _cannot ·disagree with ERDA's belief •
.·

URANIUM ENRICB}ffiNT TECHNOLOGIES

Enrichment technolo"g ies that are or may be available to
Government and industry are gaseous diffusion, gas centrifuge, and
lase~

isotope separation.

.-

.·
...
Gaseous diffusion
.
.
~e · gaseous diffusion process depends on ·the sma-ll dif ference
in !Debility bet:"een the moiec~ies· of gaseous ·uranium 2.J5 and
.
.
uranium 238 .hexafluoride. When contained within walls composed
of a . porous barrier (or· ~embrane), the light.er uraniu~ 235 molecules
pass through the

barri~r

more readily which results in a

stre~~

slightly enriched in uraniuin 235.

Hm.;ever, the degree of

enrichment which can be achieved in a single diffusion through
the porous barrier is very small.

Thus, the diffusion process

must be repeated a large number of times.
Because of the repetitive nature of the process, these plants

.

.

are among the largest· industrial facilities in the world.

Process

. buildings at the three Government sites have a gross· flmv area of
approximately 28 million square feet, or 1 square mile.

A gaseous

diffusion plant. of about 9 million SHU requires about 2, 500 mcga\·Tatts.
of electricit.y--equivalent· to roughly two dedicated electrical
power plants.

Trds large requirement for power is the major

: _disad'..-a.ntage of the process.

·.··

Tne Gove111.Jnent' s g<2setms diffusion plants now have a total capacity
of about 17 million S1VU.

An expansion· program now illlderway will increase

total capacity to about 27 million SI..U.

The plants can be further

expanded in relatively small increments

without economic penalty.

A

new· plant, on the other hand, requires a minimt..'1l1 size of about a million
Sl'vU to operate economically.

Most ERDA And industry officials agree that because this teclmology
has been \vorking successfully" (a 99.5 percent reliability rate for 30
years), it should be used for the next increment of capacity.
Gas centrifuge
Like gaseous diffusion, gas· centrifuge process theory is
based on the small differences in molecular weight between
uranium 235 and uraniu.111 238.

This process was suggested for

isotope separation as early as 1919 but wechanical problems·
p~evented any measurable progress in this field until 1934.

Since then a great deal of work has been done around the world
to study and.improve the centrifuge process.
Since

+960

ERDA has been carrying out an expanded research

and development program to demonstrate .the gas centrifuge
p:toce~s.

The. R&D on the centrifuge process has. advanc_ed to

the point vJhere it appears. that an enrichment plant using the
process can be built.

The main question remaining is one of

·economics; that. is, whether the centrifuge process can do the
~ob

at a cos.t as low as or lo,.;er than the gaseous diffusion

process.
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A pilot centrifuge plant has been constructed by ERDA and
start up is expected in early 1976.

The pilot plant will proof-

test the design and operation of the entire production process
system.

It Hill provide plant design, construction, start up,

and operating experience to aid in the process and equipment
selection for neH enrichment capacity.

Such plant experience

is needed for. the centrifuge process.

ERDA is also initiating

conceptual engineering studies on·production size plants.
·The chief advantage of the centrifuge process is that.its
electrical demands may be less than 10 percent of. those of
the gaseous diffusion process.

Hmvever, uncertainties exist as

to the rate· of machine replacement and repair costs·.

Due to the

ultra-high speed at which the machine operates, centrifuge repairs
may be relatively more frequent and more expensive than for
conventional rotating machinery.

A centrifuge plant is expected to have the same capital cost

per

Sl~~

or more

as a diffusion plant.

S~l

But since centrifuge

pl~nts

of 3 million

capacity are expected to be economic, capital required

per plant will be about one-third that required for a diffusion plant.
Because of this characteristic, ERDA expects that more private firms could
enter the enrichment industry thereby increasing the potential for a
competitive industry.
There is general agreement by ERDA and private firms that
this proc ess
· ~s
· promisinoo and will work b u t b ecause it has not
been

succe~sfully

demonstrated, should not be re·l;ed
...
upon for

the next increment of capacity.
Laser isotope separation
Two ERDA laboratories·are doing research and developrn.en t. ~.;rork
. on using lasers to enrich uranium.

This process, called laser

isotope separation, is still in the research stage.

If success~

fully qeveloped, ·the process could ·impact considerably on the
economics of enriching urani"um.

The ERDA iaboratories have.made

preliminary estimates that the capital cost of a laser isotope
separation plant vould be about $90 million.

ERDA headquarters

officials stated, . hm,•ever, that a meaningful estimate of the
capital cost cannot be prepared at this time.
Estimates of the annual electric power required
for a laser plant range £rem 8 to 100

mega~..ratts.

If successfully developed, the process is expected
to be able to enrich uraniu1n more efficiently than the gaseous
diffusion and gas centrifuge processes.
EFFORTS TO

E~COUK-\GE

PRIV .i\TE

E~~~ICHERS

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Private Ownership of
Spe;cial Nuclear Materials Act of.l964 require ERDA to encourage
the development of the civilian nuclear power industry.

The

ind_ustry has developed the. capabilities to provide all the
materials, equipment, and-services needed in the generation of
nuclear power, except uranium.enrichment.
Since·l97l, the Executive Branch has ·followed policies and
programs to.encourage

private.industry~-rather

than the Federal

Government--to bui·ld the ne.xt increments of uranium enrichment
·capacity.

To help private i·ndustry enter thi9 market, a

classified information access program Has initiated.

Permits

in this program allowing access to classified information on

.

isotope separation are of t\vo types:

Subcategory A permits

an

initial level of access by mak:i.Jlg available to qualified co:11panies
information in

s~~mary

form concerning the status and potential

of the gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge processes.
follmving organizations hold Subcategory A permits:

The

Atlantic

Richfield Co., Houston Lighting and Pmver Co., Texas Utilities

Services, Inc., Tennessee Valley Authority, TR\1, Inc., Consumers
Pm,re;r Co., General Electric Co., and Sunds trand Corp.
Subcategory B permits are for a higher level of access.

Th;;se

permits grant access to n1ore .detailed information on any aspect of
isotope separation by the gaseous diffusion or gas centrifuge
processes including information on the design, construction, and
·operation of any plant, facility, or device capable of separating
isotopes by either method.

Subcategory B permits have been issued

to Uraniurn Enrichment Associates, Electro-Nucleonics, Inc.,
Nuclear Co.

E~-xon

Inc.,· Goodye.ar.·Aerospace Corp. (a subsidiary of

·.Goodyear Tire and Rubber. Company), United Technologies Corp.,
:General Atomic Co.! Boeing Co.r and Garrett Corp.

To

da~e,

four private

orgar~zations P~ve e~ressed

uranium enrichment plants.

interest

~~

The Uranium Enrichment Association (UEA) ·

--:-currently consisting of Bechtel Corp. ·and Goodyear Tire and
Ruhber Co.--are interested in building a gaseous diffusion plant.

·Three ·

.

.

groups are interested in building gas centrifuge· plants

--Garrett Corp.~. Exxon Nuclear Co.,. Inc., and Centar (Electro. Nucleonics Inc. and At.lantic. R.ichf-i.eld Co_)..

Regardless. of. the

technology employed, ·an .enrichment facility requires _a large amount
of capi.tal ·to construct·. and operate and woUld riot ·generat~ profits
for a

c~risi,<,i.erable

number of.years.

financing will be necessary.

build:

Therefore, substantial debt

To attract the c·apital, all four

organizations and ERDA have determined that some form of Governrr,.ent .

.10

:___ . ;

~!-·

·:_ G

~j

cooperation and nssur~n.ces is needed in view of major uncertainties associated
capacity.

~vith

~

~

+

.

private industry providing enrichment

'The Ui1.CertaiD.ties include:

--the processes have never before operated in a
commercial environment,
--the technology is classified,
--large capital requirements and long.pay-back period are required,
--licensing uncertalnties_exist,
· --there is a concern over the possibility of a nuclear
--many domestic electrical utilities

moratoriu~,

have weak financial

conditions.
On June 26, 19 75, the President p-roposed to Co_ngress legislation--called the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975--that would
enable ERDA to negotiate and .enter into cooperative arrangenents
\vith private organizations that
plants for enriching uranium.

~ish

to build, o\m, and operate

The legislation is-intended to

(1) provide needed enrichment capacity and· (2) create a competitive
uranium enrichment indus.try.
The cooperative arrangements would be spelled out in detailed ·
contracts between ERDA and the private participa~ts and the basis
. for such arrangements would be subject to congressional .review.
These arrangements would give·various forms of assistance to
priva_te firms wanting to bUild· enric~ment· plants~

ERDA envisions

supporting· several .. such plants.. for a transition period until they
operate successfully.

At that point the Governnent -.:.;ould step

II

f:' J ;1 ~:: ~_r

if 1

J

.:;

: . _,

~

_'1

'----:.. 1..: .;..: _, .·. ;

~

out and?according to ERDA officials, ·leave a strong and competitive
. industry.
ERDA envisions that the next increment of enrichment capacity
would utilize the gaseous diffusion process and that future
increments \-lould utilize the centrifuge and/or laser isotope
sepa~ation

technologies.

DESCRIPTION OF T~E
PROPOSED LEGISLATIO:{
The proposed legislatio,n \vould permit EP.DA to enter into
·cooperative arrarigerr.ents with as many firms as the- EF.DA Admini.:.
strator believes necessary ro develop a competitive private
enrichment industry .
.The Goverru:1entt through ERDA, could- provide substantial
assistance to private enterprises entering into the arrangements.
Fo-rms· and degree- of assistance would be at the discretion of the
ERDA Administrator.

The proposed legislation includes, but is not

-

.

limited to; such· as_sistance ·and assurances as:
_ --furnishing technical assistance, inform~tion, inventions

..

and

-~isc.overies

t enriching services, materials·, and

·equipment on the basis of recovery of costs.

The

..
·Government .Hould also receive royalties:I

.

.... -

..;,._g).laranteeing the quality of Government-furnished eq.uipment and materials;

/J_

--assuring that the facility will perform successfully;
--purchasing separative work units from the private enrichment plant;
--buying the assets or interests cf any United States
citizen, organization, owned or effectively controlled
by United States citizens, in any enrichment plant, and
assuming their obligations and liabilities., if ·private
industry cannot finish or bring the plant into commercial
operation; and

.

- -modifying, ·completing·, and operating the plant as a
Government facility, or disposing of the plant.
The proposed legislation also would ' authorize ERDA to enter
into an unli!I)ited number of contracts with private firms.

However,

the proposed legislation imposes an $8 billion limit on the total
potential cost to the Government in the event all private ventures
covered. by cooperative arrangements were to fail and the Government
was required to assume
over. plant, and

ass~ts

c~mpensate

and liabilities of the ventures, take

domestic investors •

Because of its

technical ·participatio"n _in the project., · ER~ does not expe.ct' t;:hat
•.

.•

~ny ~~ t~ese ·fudds would ~e expended but believes ~he'~egislation is
ne~e·ssary

tC? ._assure customers and the financial community
.
.
Federal 9overnment 1 s commitment.

o~

the

·.··

.•

..

Congressional review, via the Joinr Cor:::aittee .o n Atomic; Energy.,

· it al"so pr~vid~d for in the ·proposed legisfation.
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Before the ERO..<\

·.
Administrator enters into any
upon Arrangement

~-lith

arr~ngement,

or changes any agreed

pr.ivate industry to develop a uranium enrich-

ment facility, or decides to modify or complete, and operate, or
dispose of any private enrichment facility, he.must forward the
basis for such arrangement, or amendment, to the Joint Committee .
The Joint Committee shall have 45 days (excluding the. days when
either house is not in session because of adjournment for more
than 3 days)· to review the basis for the arrangement unless it
waives this right.
The proposed legislation ~ould also authorize ERDA .to start
construction planning and design activities . for expanding one of
the Government's existing

enrichmen~

facilities .

This would be

done as a contingency measure to assure. that national enrichment'
cap~city ~ill

fail.

be available in case the private industry ventures

As of October 1 , 1975 , no ERDA fuJ.ds had been obligated
b~t

for these contingency activities ,

if the .·activities are still

unden.·ay for the erL.Suin~ 12 months, ERDA expects it will have

obligated about $40 million.
.-

-·

-.

ClLI\PTER 2

OF UEA'S PROPOSAL
TO BUILD A GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLA~T
AN~~YSIS

On i·1ay 30, 1975, UEA submitted a proposal to ERDA to build

a gaseous diffusion plant provided that ERDA give
. forms of assistance and assurances.

t~A

certain

On July 8, 1975, ERDA entered

into negotiations with UEA to develop a cooperative arrangement in
anticipation of passage of the legislation .

Our discussion and

analysis of the UEA proposal are based on the Hay 30 proposal and
information provided by ERDa officials concerning the ERDA-UEA
negotiations tha·t, according to ERDA officials, \vere still under"fay as of October 1, 1975.

Accordfng to the ERDA Controller ,

these negotiations are a long way

fro~

a

mutu~lly

agreeable

proposal.
INFO~!ATIO~
EmUCH:-!E~~T

ON UR...\Nit:-:·I
ASSOCIATES

UEA is planning to build a gaseous diffusion plant in southeastern Alabama, near Dothan .

The plant , which would employ the

gaseous diffusion enrichment p~ocess~ · w~uld be able to produce
9 million SWU each ·year whic~ .would ser\rice abou~ 90 larg-e, ·
. presertt-generation, nuclear power plants~· ~ Preliminary ERDA estimates
are that the plant will cost about $3.5 billion (1.976 dollars) . 1
UEA estimates t;he plant will b~ initially operable in April 1981 with
full scale comme·rcial production scheduled for July 1983a
lAss in in£ ation at an a~. Uw, rate of 7 ~rcent, the costs
through 1983 a~e estimated to be about $6 billion.

IS

The enrich;:-;ent plant \vould require about 2, 500 megaHatts of
electrical pmver, which is the amount generated by
po<-Jer plants.

t~vo

large nuclear

About 50 million construction manhours are estimated

to be necess.ary .to build the plant, and about 1,100 people \vould
compose the

pe~anent

operating staff at the plant project •

.

·•

.

r:. ~-: tl ;~r
~,;~·~ -~~ ~~

;J

.

UEA is to be a U.S.-based corporation consisting of both·
domestic and foreign intGrests. ·Approximately 40 percent of
necessar~

the capital now estimated-to be

to build the project,

or about $1.4 billion, is expected to be supplied by domestic
organizations.

UEA expects the remainder, $2.1 billion or about

60 percent, would be supplied by foreign countries.

Sixty per-

cent of ucA's enriched uranium output will be earmarked for the
foreign o>mers ~dth the· remaining 40 percent earmarked for
domestic custorr.ers.

ERDA officials told us that the contract

bet<.veen ERDA and UEA tvould set 60 percent as the upper limit for
foreign financial interest~
0\mership and control uf the project
Bechtel Corporation, a major architect-engineering firm, and
Goodyear.Tire and Rubber Company are presently the only members of
UEA.

UEA expects another tT..:o to six U.S. companies to join in

the project.

These future participants are expected to be identified

within the next fe\·7 months.

UEA officials· told us that they have

discus.sed the venture with more than 20 corporations.
·Domestic partners will initially invest 15 per<::ent of their
share· of the capital estimated to build

~he

project. "Eighty-five

percent of their share will be·borrowed by"UEA.
Foreign

~ountries

from foreign sources.

~provide

will

their

~h~re

of capital

UEA officials expect foreign capital to be

providec;i through an 'irrevocable letter of credit \·lith payments
made as construction of the project progresses.
I
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Expected financing
of the project
(1976 dollars)
Donestic
Foreign
Total
----------------(millions)--------------

$

$ 525

$

210
1,190-

Equity investment
Debt

315
1,785

2, 9 75

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Public Lau
83-703) control of the project must remain in U.S. hands.
officials told

US·

that it. has established

t"t-70

UEA

new co·qnrationc---

Uranium Enrichment 'Technology, Inc. and Uranium Enrichment Services,
Inc.

Uranium Enricilment Technology is to be t.rholly ot·7ned by UEA' s

domestic 'partners ~,·ho must. be cleared by ERDA to have access to
classif~ed

enrichment technology&

·aspects of the venture.-

It will handle all the classified

Uranium Enrichment Services tdll handle

the business aspects of the project and is expected to be composed
of 55 percent domestic participation and 45 percent foreign
participation.

UEA officials stated that the domestic ·participants

. would vote as a block so. that control of the project remains in
domestic ·.hands.

ERDA told us the contract bet':veen ERDA and UEA

would.include a provision to ensure this donestic control. ·
:. ·Both Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company and 13echte.l. Corporation
are·u.s. corporations with some international
.

ope~ations.

Hany

.

prominent ,economists have sta:ted that multinational corporations,
which vietv the t-lOrld rather than the United States as their operating
.

.

theater, are hot always inclined to bear loyalty to any single

17
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country.

This multinational aspect cotild be ireportant in

~vhethcr domestic control over the UEA project \Jill

~eciding

exist.

According to UEA, the fore:i.gn countries Hho uould most likely
participate in the project and their potential maximum financial
participation arc:

.

''

Potential financial participation
(percent)

Country

10
20
20
ll
5

France
Iran
Japan
tvest Germany
Othersl

66
UEA officials told us they contacted each of the above
countries; and received an encouraging degree of interest but none
had made strong

~ommitm~11ts

of the difficulties · that
parti~ipation

(such as letters of intent).

ucA

Some

is having in securing foreign

may include: . . ~

--uncertainty regarding the U_.S. Government position on
.the project;
--concern over the limitations on equity voting rights;
~-concern

over foreign access. to U.S. enrichment

technology _.
SWU's sold c1broad by UEA will not have to be "tied" to the
operation of a particular nuclear powerplant in any foreign

they ~btain if they c~mpiy with .restrictions es·tablished by. the

·.

-Atomic Energy Act of 19S4,
These

restriction~

impose

a~

amended, and agreements. 'for . coo.peration. 2·

certa~n

export controls

a~d

prohibit

.,

'the export of' enriched uranium to any. nation not ·covered by an

.....
·agreement f.or cooperation

~ith

the United States •

/5'
1Tai~1an, Italy, S~dtzerland, Spain, Portugal, Australia, and

possibly others .
2Agreements for cooperation contain amo~g otP-~r things, a guaranty
by the cooperating party that security safeguards and standards
as set forth in the agree::1ent ·t vill be maintained .
!""-~

--

~ ,.•.•

-~

Domestic customers
As of the end of July 1975, domestic utilities had signed
nine 1etters of intent t.;rith UEA for purchase of SHU's as shotm
helot¥.
Domestic le·tters of int·e nt
Estimated Quantities
(millions of Still)

Company

9.5

Alabama PoH·e r
Southern ·california Edison
Duke
Central Ar~a Po~..rer Coordin3.tion (;roup
Gulf States Utilities
General Public Utilities
Public Service · Electricity and G·as
Union Ele.ctric
Det.r oit Edison
· Total

5
3
9

3
3

.

9

5.5
6

53.0

These letters of inten_t represent about two-thirds of needed
·d omestic customers .

UEA will supply enrichment services to · domestic

customers under 2?-year contracts.

.

According to UEA, each customer

.

will be · charged for its percentage of the total cost of operating
the plant on a "take or l>ay" basis and t~il.l supply and retain
tit.le to · the raw material needed for the enrichment process.
These "take or pay" contracts

·.

w~ll sta~e

that t.he purchaser . of the

. enrichment s.ervice ·will be required to pay for the services
irr~spective · of whether the· purchaser actually takes the SWU's

for which it contracted.

ERDA now uses and other private ' enrichers

are expec·ted··· i:o use similar type contracts~

r-~~

~

~~ ~~

, •·.• H

~
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GOVEf-u~·!ENT

u

ASSIST.Al:CE SOUGHT BY UEA

UEA says it requires substantial Federal assistance to assure
its vlability as a commercial venture.

According to UEA, Federal

backup support is essential to bolster investor confidence in this
project t-lhich is

lackin~

because a col!llllercial history for this type

of venture is nonexistent, uranium enrichment is a secret, Government
process, and large capital investments and long pay-back period
are

required~

Plant components
UEA has requested ERDA tO supply essential plant components
that are

no~·l

produced only by ERPA.

Examples of these components

include enrichment barriers and seals which ERDA produces uncier
security conditions.
According to

EP~A,

the barriers to be produced for UEA

will be comparable to those produced for Government gaseous
diffusion operations;

O~her compone~ti

such as the seals, will

be somewhat differ-ant than to~hat· ERDA presently produces , and to~ill
require ERDA development and testing.

UEA also expects to ·obtain

design assistance from ERDA for components to be supplied by private
industr~ .

. ERDA plans to · charge UEA for all costs ERDA

incur~

in

supplying these components.
Process guarantee
The gaseous

d~ffusion

technology to be used in the UEA plant

has been used successfully by AEC and ERDA since the 1940s.
"
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ho~.;rever,

According to ERDA officials and to UEA' s financial advisors,
the utility industry and the financial

are concerned as

co~~unity

to how successful a sectet technology \vill operate in a commercial
environment.
EP~A

Therefore, UEA is seeking a performance assurance--an

guarantee that the

enric~~ent

plant will operate successfully

.

at full capacity--to protect domestic lenders and utility customers.
ERDA's guarantee would last for 1 year after the plant demonstrates

full-seal~ steady co~~ercial operation. 1
The

Gover~~ent's

potential liability, according to ERDA, would

be to (1) replace, at the

Gov~rnment's

expense, any defective

ERDA-supplied equipment and (2) if necessary, assist in redesign
and replacement of the flant parts until t?e negotiated performance
·is attained.

For the latter services, ERDA \vill require UEA to

reimburse the Governnent for £ull costs.
ERDA .would be given access to and approval of the manner in
which the en.richment_ process is engineered, installed in the plant,
and operated.

ERDA would also help UEA design the plant and be

.·

reimbursed for its costs.

•.

Technical assistance and knowhm·l

-

Included in the UEA proposal · is a· request that ERDA provide

.

.

technical assist.ance and knoHhOt-1 on the installation and ·.operation
of the gaseous diffusion process.

UEA has told ERDA that it

..

need· technical

info~ation ,

evaluation of

o tential supplie·rs; and testing of components.

~.rill.

tra:i,ning, design assistance, aid in

;{f
1To be ne?.otia ... "'d , but ERDA expects to period t o start after
physical ca?ability is demonstratad, not >vhen the first output
is delivered.

~~ ~~- ,., :":2'~
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ERDA has stated that up to 110 reembers of ERDA's and Union
Carbide's

(EP~A's

contractor experienced in gaseous diffusion

technology) staff could be employed in this effort.

Assist~nce

will primarily bG scheduled to take place from 1975 through 1979.
ERDA has estimated that this assistance will cost $38 million
(fiscal year 1976 dollars).
EP~A

UEA will be· required to reimburse

for all of this assistance.

Accesi

t~

ERDA stockoile .

UEA has

~reposed

that ERDA permit UEA to have access to the

Government stockp:i,.le of enriched. uranium.
St~

UEA t-rants 9 million

to be · available to 'it during its start up period and first

5 years.of operation.
necessary in . case (1)

UEA believes this access agreement is
~ts

supply during the early years is

- le~s

than its customers' needs and (2) it is unable to ~eet its
commitments because of a delay in comple.ting the plant, or a
breakdown during its early operation.
For any SHU furnished by ERDA, ERDA says it would have the·
option to· ·require UEA to repiace the Si.JU or to reimburse EP~A
·

~or

it..

·.

Under the rep-lacement. option, UEA would replace the

· SHU

~-1ithin

1.0 years or some other negotiated

Unde·r. the reimbursement option, UEA ~-1ould- furnish the ra•..;
pay ·for
m~teiia1 a~ well as/the enrichqent services at ERDA's price in

.. .. period.

effect at the time of transfer.

In

add~tion,

because the UEA plant

will--for the · first year and a half of operation--be· able to
enrich urani um t o a limited enrichment level (lower than desi3n
~~

J.J-.

1 ::aM1
~ ;: • _.., ~~~ill a·:
~ ·'
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level), UEA

~.rould

require access to ERDA's stockpile for the

possibility of exchanging its enriched material for Government
mat~rial

enriched to a higher level.

ERDA officials told us

th~t

UEA would be required to pa.y

the Government for any and all costs associated with the stockpile
(such as car.r:ying charges) and with exchanges of material.

Also,

they said that UEA would not be permitted to purchase the Government
SHU and to sell them at UEA's higher price.
Transfer of m-mership
At UEA's request, the Gqvernment has the obligation to
become the dooestic o-.mer of UEA-' s plant and also has the obligation to take over ownership of the plant if such action is in
the national interests.
the plant

de~onstrates

This option. would terminate 1 year after
full-scale steady commercial operation.

If _o,mership transfers, the Government would have to assU!lle
all domestic liabilities ·:
to UEA

f~r

Beyond this, the Government's payment

mmership uould depend on the reason for the transfer.

The Government would return all of the domestic equity and a return
on the equity in case of events caused

~y

the Government or ·

otherwise beyond UEA's control, such as

·.

--Failure of warrante~ ERDA -technology to operate
so as to permit the plant to

achiev~

co-r.JUercial

operation ·within the agreed upo? time period and
costs, despite
ERDA.

reasona~le

efforts of both UEA and

--Failure of

Gove~~mental

licenses to be obtained

in a timely manner or the application of law or
regulation so as to -prevent the plant from achieving
commercial operation within the agreed upon time
~eriod

and costs, despite reasonable efforts of both

UEA and ERDA.
--Actions taken by ERDA for reasons of national interest
in the matter of COntractual relationships betHeen
UEA

and-previously approved customers to a degree

which significantly ~nreatens the economic viability
of. the project.

·--rhe. inability of ·UEA, because of lack of customer
credit worthiness, to raise capital for construction
or lo-n g-terril financing ·despite reasonable efforts of
UEA to do so.
--Such other·events as may be mutually agreed upon.
In case of events involving gross mismanagement, negligence,
or

willfu~

misconduc.t by UEA, the domestic investors would forfeit

their dghts for equi~y r-eimbursement.

.·

·.

Prerequisites to a finding

.of· ·gross mis~anagement include '(1) a formally written. hot ice of
def~ciencies

'(2)

being transmitted to UEA by the Government and

failure by UEA .to respond. reasonably to the notice.
A part ~~·i return of equity could occur depending on UEA' s

cc:mipliance \>Jit:h its

commitm~nts,

the efforts of tJEA, and the degree

of fau lt.

ERDA told us they are negotiating with

U~~

to define the

situati ons which could resu l t in a partial return of equity .
Foreign participants have more ~isk than doreestic participants
and lenders!.

Once foreign participants become cowmitted to the

project, their equity and debt cannot be purchased or assumed by
the U.S.

Govern~ent.

On the other hand, all participants,

including foreign participants, have the U. S. Government assurance
that the project
0

~ill

work .

Successful operation of the project

0

will effectively protect all investments in the project .
In the event of substantial cost overrun and Government
take-over of the plant, ERDA expects that foreign countries '"ould
continue to provide their pro-- rated share of the funds to complete
the plant .
ERDA officials told us that all cu3tomers · will have another
substantial assurance from the

GovenM~ent .

brought to commercialization and the

If the project is not

Gove~~ent

assumes the dooestic

debt and equity, the Government would provide the enrichment services
custom~rs

to

that they .would have received from UEA , subject to

:
Goye~ment

·.

0

terms and p.onditions ,. including price .

•

:. ·If foreign· countries do .not provide their ·expec~ed co-n tribution,
•

0

•

. then· they wo.t.il,d lose their inves.tment to dat;e and_any St-."U ' s that
ERDA ,.;ould be. obligat~d to provide •
.·
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Federal pur~hase of UEA's
enrich:nent s?.rvic~s
·UEA has stated that some of its custor.1ers will not need
enrichment services until a few years after the plant begins
operations.

Other customers \·!ill have irregular requirements

before their nuclear pm.;erplants reach full commercial operation .
Accordingly, UEA has proposed that ERDA help smooth this supplydemand irregularity by agreeing to purchase up to 6 million SHU
during the first 5 years of UEA 1 s plant operation .
billion might b.e necessary

£~r

Up to $1.2

ERDA to meet this commltment.

Hoivever , ERDA says it will sell these SHU and recover the
.Government 1 s costs.
Return on equitv
UEA' s- contracts \vith its customers •.vill state that the price
for enrichment services must include a 15 percent return on equity 1
after all Federal, State;· and local taxes have been paid .

UEA 1 s

p roposal; if accepted by its customers and ERDA, would constitute
a Covert}ment assurance that UEA \vill have this rate of return .

·.

1Defined as their original investments plus annual retained
ea1~ings, if any.

POTE~TIAL FIN~·iCL\L

CO:.fr.II T.·IENT BY. T:ii:

GOVEF~1}1£NT

·According to ERDA, the maximum potential commitment of the
Government if UEA is unable to complete the project is $2 . 65
billion (1976 dollars).

!his represents

reim~ursing

$1.4 billion

to domestic participants (assuming.domestic participation is
~rould

40 percent) and $1.2 billion that the Government
purchase 6 million SHU fron UEA.

need to

The fdllowing events would

have to occur in. sequence for this 1:1aximu:n to be realized.

1.

The plant is completed. and in operation.

2.

The f>lant produces 6 million more SHU than its
can purchase.

c~s~omers

3.

The Government purchases this excess Sh'U .

4.

The- Government takes over plant o:mership.

Other potential Government committ:lents should be recognized.
For example , the cost of the Government's contingency plan (see p.
the design work that will continue while UEA is designing and
building their facility has ~ot been included.
:

•·

·.

Also, in the event

.the· project is ultimately inoperable, the cost of powe.r fror:t two
n':lc],ear pot.rerplan_ts dedicated to the UEA plant less af?.y revenues
that· ca11 be earned from t·he sale of pot.rer to other· users , is a
pQtential cost.

Additional Government costs could be incurred in

the event. of.. a Government take-over after more than $1.4 billion ·
(tQ cover

ove~runs)

had been financed by domestic partners.·

ERDA

);

i.~

says that any costs incurred by the Gcveinment in the UEA contract
would eventually be recovered by the Government through sales
of enrich1ne'nt services.
In contrast to this considerable potential liability, UEA's
domestic participants could £6rfeit their equity (estimated to be

$210 million in 1976 dollars) in the event UEA does not correct
certain gross mismanagement, negligence, or misconduct after formal
written request by the Goverru"llent..

According to EP.DA , foreign

par.ticipants could- lose thE:ir entire equity investment and debt if
the plant is not completed by either Uti or the Government .
ASSill·fPTION OF RISK

Factual information related to assurances contained in the
proposed legislation and sought by · UEA as well as some of the costs
to be borne by the Government have been discussed in this chapter.
The assurances envis-ioned and the potential costs borne by the
Government assure that the
essentially riskless .

L~A

venture, if approved , would be

The follo\virig sections compare the risks

associated with normal business operations and how fi~s minimize
_those risks lvith the _me:ans by \vhich L"'EA proposes to minimize risk
and the extent to

'to~hich thos~

Firms face four
day-to-day
with:

OP.e~ation.

·risks are minit:lized.

basi~ cat~gories'of

uncertainty in their

These "include uncertainties associated

variances in the supply of inputs; variances in ; the

for output; the ability to

obt~in

de~and

external funds and the costs

associated with obtaining those funds; and competition from other
producers.
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Variations iP- supply

.A continuous,

assured supply of raH materials is necessary

to minimize the costs associated Hith production interruptions
and to maximize the probability of a smooth flot·l of goods through
the prcduction process.
maintenance of

ra~v

Minimization of this risk involves

materials inventories

~vhich

in turn involves

costs.
the responsibility for
acquisition

a~d inv~ntorying

for enrichment sefVices.
v~ry

ra~·l

materials

belongs to the utilities that contract

Consequently the enrichers avoid

the

costly maintenance of ra\v materials inventories.
Variations in demarid
An adeq1.,1ate

supply of finished goods must be on hand to

offset variations in dema~d.

Consequencly, it is necessary to

maintain a stock of finished goods t·rhich i _s augmented v:hen demand
declines arid depleted when demand increases.

This inventory is

a~so necessary for interruptions which may- occur in the proquction

process--most not·ably , labor interruptions.

There are obvious

costs associated tvith maintenance of f:i,nished goods inventories.

·.

..
.'

·In U~A' s case, t:he "take or pay" contracts minimize the variance
_in dema~d . on the one han~, and the stockpile. purc~ase agreenents
to~ith

..

.ERDA. serve to ·enhance the possibility that supply and demand are
equated ·a.t ·.··
/full capacity. The Government not only maintains a 9 million SHU
inventory ·for :UEA but ·also agrees to purchase Sl·iU tvhEm demand
.-, ()
0\~i

declines.

tJEA' s pro posal •wuld obtain a perf ect

risks associated \lith deoand

varia~ion

guara.nte.es are still in effect.

hedge against

for as long as the Government

After expiration of Government

assistance, the costs associated with providi ng and maintaining
a stock of finished goods will . be borne by UEA ' s customers . ·
To the ext~nt the stockpile is ina~equate , UEA could bear a
financial loss.
Obtaining

exte~al

funds

Variations .in revenues create situations from time to time in
whicn a firm cannot pay the interest
on its long-term debt .obli..
. _gations or. pa;; off its sh~rt-term. liabilities .

~Jhen such a

sit~ation arises, the firm's credit worthiness declines and the

costs at which it is able to borrow rise substantially..

In fact ,

when a finn 'fails to cover its debt servicing costs , it may not
be able to borrow at all.

The financial risks that a firo faces

are dir~ct.ly rel?ted · to the. extent to \-lhich all other no rmal
business risk has been hedged.

In other words , a firm 's ability

to ob.tain financing at reaso.n able costs is dependent upon the
.
.

. probability of default which in turn is related to sue~ operating

.·

·.

cl,lar-acteristics as

var~ab:;,lity

in demand, competition , etc .. ·

Fina.ncial rf~ks are thus :he_dged . through minimization of operating.

.'

risks .

·.··

In UEA's proposal, not only uould nornal operating risks bz
hedged , but it is proposed that the Govern8ent guarantee
domestic deb.t and equity against default in the event that the
plant is not completed .

Therefore , UEA should have no difficulty

in obtaining external funds .

..

.·

.·

.•

..

.

Competiticn
Firms also face risks associated with competition.

The

principal risk deriving from competition is that prices will be
bid. to a level so low that the rate of return to inefficient firms
is insufficient to induce them to remain in the industry.

Firms'

rates of return are ~enerally reduced through the entry of more
efficient firms which because .of reduced costs are able to underprice existing

fi~s.

UEA has hedged against the risks associated

~4ith

competition

after the cessation of Goverr.nent assurances through cost passthrough pricing and, perhaps·more importantly, through 25-year
"take or pay 11 contracts

•o~ith

utilities.

Under arrangements t-!here

goods are priced on the basis of cost pass-through pricing, there
is no incentive to reduce costs since price will always exceed
costs by some a..-nount.

Under UEA's proposal, prices are to be

set so as to provide a

~inimum

15 percent return en equity

after coverage of production and debt servicing costs as well as
taxes .

In

additi~n;

there is no indication of intention to

regul~te this in~ustry , including price.

Moreover, there is no stimulus for price change when ne,.;
firms enter be.cause of the "take ·or· payl'. ·con~ract method .of sales.
Were it not f.or "take or pay" contracts~ entry of gas centrifuge
and laser isotope separation

te~hnologies mig~t

pose a real com-

petitive· thr.eat to tJEA' s gaseous difiusion process .. of enrichnent.
If

c~st

efficiencies of centrifuge and laser technologies were

sufficiently great, their entry might render gaseous diffusion
obsolete.

But,

because of "take or pay" contracts, l.JEA is effectively shielded
from the effects of price competition resulting from technological
change for 25 years.

If UEA's costs

imply a level of prices above that

~t

a~d

required rate of return

\.Jhich gas centrifuge

prod~cers

operate, then UEA' s prices will not fall to the lo\ver level because
there ·is _no risk of loss. of demand
the higher

level~

~•hen

prices are maintained at

Demand for UEA's. services is completely inelastic

under "take or pay" ·c ontracts .

. ·.

.·
:

·.··
.·
........

T!:.keover of

C}Jtions

The tJEA proposal conte.L'1s options fer a.
the

diffu~ion pl~~t

from

l~~

to the

Cha~1ge

Gover~ent

in the ownership of

at the end of construction

?ne options, under various cor:di tio!1s, proYide e.ssu.r:?...nces to

period.

UEA lenders , tP.....A and the Gover:mnen t.
The debt financing dm·ing the construction phase of the plant i·rill
be provided by

co~ercial b~~ks

in the fo1w of construction

lo~~s .

At

the end of the cor.st!"1.lctior.. phase, the intent of tJE..ll. is to issue long-te:r:n
bonds and use these :ieceipts· 'to retire tr..e ba..."lk debt.
though the intent· of
bon~

tiE.~

receipts, this may

Hm·:e"ter, even

is to repay t!le bank de"!:It from the iss u.e.nce of

~ot

.

be fe.a.sible if the capi taJ. markets are

.e:rtre:nely tight or if the ratings of the utili ties, '·ihich are UE..-\ 1 s
cu.s·tomers a...~d sources of funds, are lei; due to their economic circumst~"lces.

The b&ilk.s 'vouJ.d conse =l,Ue!ltly gra.'1t such

only if they \-iere assured. that
tl1e debt .

l.i"E..t.~ ~-;ould

For this reason, and others,

ontain an option that either the

u~~,

~onstruction

loa.ns

he.ve sufficient funds to retire
u~

proposes that the contract

at its initiative only, could

require that· the· Go-verrunent purchase the plant fro.!!l UEP. with no·
penality (proViding· t~a.t W....A "llere not guilty of gross misro~'1age!!:ent)
and with a: 15 percent -retiu·n en tceir- invested equity or the Oove_rnment

·.
at its option only, purchase
..

These

op~iQ!'n

~he 'pl~~t . ~ram~~ ~~der.siiDilar conditio~s.

::ie.ke the banks construction loans essentially. rislr.les.3 .

I:f UEtt ,~·ere. tmab~~ to raise funds in any other \·ray in order to retire

the

b~

debt, 'the Governme..'l'lt

baiJ...l{ loans.

~·rould

take ever the plant and rep.ay the

,.

'•

. . .. '""")-

•'

:~GY~· ~ ·r~ .,: ~-~ ·~ I·~·

1'he options obviously prctect UE..-l als o.
construction ?Griod,

u~

If at the end of the

did not deen the project to be commercially

.

'riable, as evida"1.ced by their lack of ability to raise debt capital or
for other reasons, ul:\ cotud turn over the project to the

C~vernment.

Conzequently, barring grocs misma.."l!lge!ne.'lt, the project is riskless for
UE.I\ through the construction period a..."ld the first year of operation.

Alternatively, the opticns cou:ld ser-ve to the disadvantage of UZ.i\.
if lJE.il,. "<fished t9 continue the opera.tion of the plant but the Government

exercised its option to purchase the

pl~'lt

This possibility is

regarded a.s u.11.!.H;:ely in view of the Goverll!Lent' s goal of rna.xiv"i zing the
sale of private enterprise in the.

ur~"l.iu:n

e.."lric:b..:lent industry, unless

mismanagement 1-:a.s demonstrated.
Overall, these options rer:1ove the risk of the

b~"lks,

re."':love the

risk of D~- being a participant L'l an unattractive venture, a..."ld only
slightly increase the risk of UEA's

beir~

involved in an at tractive

venture.

·.

·.

·•

Risks borne bv UEA
The Government take-ever provision \vill expire about 1 year
after successful

cor.~ercial

operation and UEA access to ERDA' s

stockpile of S'VW expires after 5 years.

With the expiration of

these assurance.s, UEA trlll be assuming any risks involved in
operating its plant.
pass through pricing

U_o~-7ever, U~A'
co~:..cept,

s 25-year contracts and cost

as \Jell as no envisioned price

regulation; _would act to minimize these risks .
It should also be noted that the greatest risks associated

with a project of this nature are during the construction and
initial operating period .
The proposed legislation provides that UEA risks losing its
domestic equity to the Government in the event of gross management ,

·.

...

''\ "! ~ :, r:'"'::.~ff'
ao

't•

negligence, or

~-;illfu1

·~

•

, . .J

'

i

:l

misconduct by tiEd .

.

\-lill be on the Government.
any circums t<rr.ces

••;

~vhere

The burden of proof

It is difficult for us to visualize

the

Govern~ent

could prove gross mismanage-

mcnt, negligence, or willful misconduct because the Government will
be involved in providing u'"E..'\. with. technical assistance, design
assistancer personnel

~raining,

review of the enrichment process,

in evaluation of potential suppliers, and testing of components.
of risk on
return of investment

Influ~nce

tJEA is assured of a constant· 15 percent rate of return.

The

.median return on stockholder's equity (after taxes) of the 500
l~rgest

industrial corporations for 1973 and 1974 was 12.4 percent

and 13.6 per.cent, respect ively and the industry medians ranged
fron: 8.2 percent for textile companies to 18.1- percent for
pharmaceutical compa·nies in 1973 and from 6. 0 percent for textile
companies to 23.2

perce~t

for mining companies in 1974.

The median

return on equity for large chemical companies, which the enrichment
p·rocess resembles,
1974.

11.6 percent in 1973 and 15.6 percent in

In· vit!~v ·of. the virtual elimination of risks to UEA, its rate

of . r~t:urn

..

~-Jas

is not c-ompatible to the rates of companies that face

normal business risks •

.'

OTHER PROPOSALS
·The _Nuc.~ear Fuel Assurance Act could apply to any organization

..

that l-lishes to ·build,

o~o~n,

and operate uranium enrichment p.lants,

independent of the technology used.

Our an3lysis hns focused on t he

UEA proposal because of the advanced nature of the proposal and
because it may provide the next increment of capacity.
ERDA has requested proposals by October 1, 1975, from organizat ions
desiring to construct uranium enrichment plants using the gas centrifuge
technology.

EP~A

axpects to receive proposals from Centar, Garrett

Corp., and Ex:<:on Nuclear Co., and possibly others.

ERDA believes

projects will proceed at the same pace and only slightly
UEA project.

behi~d

thes~

the

Our

discussion with these potential

Gentr~fuge

enrichers indicated

that they desire the same type of Government assistance and
assurance being requested by UEA.
Garrett Corporation
The Garrett CorpGration is

larg~ly

in the business of

manufacturing equipment \-ihich generates, transforms, or controls
energy.

The Garrett Corporation participates in the uranium

enrichment _field as a research and development.contractor to
ERDA and as a
serv:i,ces.

pot~ntial

co~~ercial

supplier _of equipment and

·.
·.

'

.

......

"
·~

:

'1
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·~ ~
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:·
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The Garrett Cor?oration t>as selected by the fome r A.EC as
a

rese~rch

and developoent contractor in 1961 and has served

continuously since that date in a program of centrifuge machine
development.

Through this research and development contract;

Garrett has completed the installation of a pilot manufacturing
line and is supporting the pilot centrifuge enrichment plant at
.Oak Ridge by supplying centrifuge machines and the necessary
•

assembly and installation personnel.
The

Garre~t Corporat~on

in a joint venture with two Texas

· ' utilities plans to.respond to·ERDA's request for proposals for
ce~trifuge

enrichnent plants.

.centd.fuge plant.
planned for

They. plan to build a 3 million Stm

Initial production of about 350,000 SWU is

m:i,d~l981

and expanding to the total 3 million

s~m

by

1987.

Garrett Corporation official5 told us their proposal will
be requestirig
gu~rantees,

Gove~nment

assurance in the areas of. (1) process

(2) completion guarantees, and (3) some early

to the Gove·rnment S':W stockpile .

ac~ess·

Also, Garrett \vill be seeking

f.oreigl\ investment in i·ts plant.

·.

Centar Associates
·Centar As·s.ociates is a ]oint venture of
Incorporate~

and At;:antic Rich·fi,.eld Company.

·.··

Elect~o-Nucleonics,

Electro - Nucleonics

~,~, ~ ~::('1
·~

was

founde~

develop~ent

.. •' ·,

..,
'

;.,

;~· ;.t ~~~ ~J

t1

" ••

•t

in 1960 to engage in gas centrifuge research and
to establish a capability to produce gas centrifuge

and related equipment to produce enriched uranium.

In 1963

they entered· into a joint venture with H. R. Grace and Company
to build a small gas centrifuge pilot plant.

This plant Has

operated from 1965 to 1967.
In March 196 7, AEC determined that it was not in the national
interest that privately supported centrifuge work be continued.
However, Electro_;Nucleoiiics •..ras auarded an AEC contract to develop
certa~n

gas centri ~uge components. for the Government's gas centri-

fuge program. ·
Atlantic Richfield- joined EleCtro-Nucleonics in 1974 and
Centar 'Assoclates -.ias forned.
St·lU centrifuge plant.

is planned for 1980

Centar plans to build a 3 million

Initial production of about 270,000 Sl·iU

~nd e~panding

to 3 million

s~ro·

by 1986.

Centar plans to respond to ERDA's request for proposals for
centrifuge enrichment plants.
Centar
:

o~ficials

told us their

propo~al

will be

many of t:he same .types· of assistance UEA is seeking.

reques~ing

They

~"ill

be. requesting
the .Government
to guarantee the technology,. to
..
.
•.

prov-ide. completion
SWU

bac~up_.

guara~tees

if the project fail_s, and to provide

· ·

· Centar ..~s no.t seeking for·e ign investment in. their initial
p~ant,

but are willing to ·sell their product to foreign nations.
~ 
_·.'"')
·-

..:.

Exxon Nuclear Cor:1pany, I<1c.
EY~">on

Nuclear Company, Inc., is the

~.rholly-otvned

affiliate

of Ex?{on Corporation responsible for the develop:nent and execution
of Exxon's commercial nuclear fuel cycle products and services
business.
Exxon Nuclear plans to respond to ERDA's request for
· proposals for centrifuge enrichment plants.
build a 3 million SHU centrifuge plant.

Exxon plans to

The initial capacity

of 1 million St·iU would be operational in the 1981-1982 period,
with full production in 1984.,
Exxon Nuclear officials told us that for the private sector
to become involved in uranium enrichment, the proper climate would
have to be provided.

This

~ould

include (1) certain

Govern~ent

assurances in t;:he areas of process guarantees, (2) buying and
selling

_S~-TUs,

(3) access to the Government

st~'U

stockpile,

(4) completion guarantees, and (5) Government assurance to pick
up ·defaulting utility obligations.
The Exxon Nuclear officials told us that for the first
1 million Stro increment they did not anticipate any _foreign
equity,

~ut

customers.

that they would seek both

domes~ic

and foreign

·.

·.

~

~.r;J

r
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CF.APTER 3
FACTORS. H1PACTING ON t·!HETHER
INDUSTRY OR GOVER.:n.;E~T SriO!.JL!) PROVIDE
THE NEXT U!CF~::E~.JI OF n:l~ICF~~E~T CAPACITY

This chapter contains an a'nalysis of various factors impac1:ing on
whether the next increment of uranium

enrichm~nt

capacity should

be provided by private industry or by the Government:
--reasonable price for enriched uranium
--foreign implications
--safety safeguards and sabotage
-- -cash

flo~.;

i.mpac t on the. U.S. Treasury

-~cost

and timing of the next

enric~ment

capacity.

REASON.<\BLE PRICE

If the· Government o:;,'!led and operated the next increment of
enrichment· capacity,

p.

reasonable price should be assured

·through congressional and Executive Branch overs"ight.

If the

next enrichment increment was privately mvned, a reasonable
price would depend on whether a viable competitive market would
.·

·.
' .

result and, if not, Hhetner methods of Government regulation or
control could correct an othen.;ise unsatisfactory competitive
balance.
UEA's price for enriched
pass-through concept.

~rani~~

will be based on a cost

Consequently, all of UEA's costs plus a

15 percent return on equity will be paid by UEA's customers.
Also, UEA's "take or pay" contract t-1ould

~ot

permit its customers

to terminate the contracts in favor of another enricher if UEA's
price

~hould

ERDA

rise.

feel~

that the proposed legislation will spur competition

in the uranium enricnment industry and that price regulation will
· not be necessary.
full

competi~ion

EliDA sees the UEA plant as a desirable step to
because it will demonstrate to the private sector

that a privately owned plant, with
operate successfully.

Govern~ent

assistance, can

UEA officials told us they believe competition

to their plant Hill come from foreign nations .
ERDA sees incre-ased C?mpetition devel·oping with the arrival
:

of the gas centrifuge process.

Because centrifuge process plants

can be- built on a smaller scal·e t:han gaseous diffusion
•.

ERDA

pl~nts,

~xp~cts several firms to· enter the uranium enrichment industry,

·thereby

in_cr~asing compe~ition.

·The Edison Electric Institute, in its June 1974 report

.··

Uranium Enrichr.:ent Facilities commented on

3

~-1hether

there t-1ill

~'~ "4 -.~ •• n
I•
• . " j
•!
,.
~~·· '!
;._.,· ... ·-;J
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~

~

be effective ccmpatit:.ion in the uraniun enrichment industry
or ,,•he ther price regulation

~.;ill

be required.

"The question o£ p·cice regulation is not clear cut.
On the one hand., the business of providing enrichment services on a cor;;marcial basis h$1S several
characteristics which could act to inhibit free
competition among suppliers. For one, the magnitude
of the capital investment entailed in entering this
market, which derives from economy of scale considerations fundamental to the existing technologies,
can be expected to restrict the number of competing
enterprises·. For another, the long-term nature of
the contract COU'.!ilitJ:!ents required, especially where
the venturer must protect against technical obsolescense
of facilities in ·,.;h::..ch he is making a large and heavily
debt-financ~d invest~ent, act t~ 'lock in' custo~er
accounts and thereby diminish opportunities for
competition. For a third, the 'custo~er' is a publicservice industry that is itself regulated. On the
other hand, there are several factors t."hich augur
\vell for the evolution of a highly competitive supply
industry. :-!ost obvious of these is the indicated
rapid growth in demand for enrichment services.
Another is the indicated promise of the centrifuge
process) the employment of tllhich should facilitate
competition asong suppliers. Still another is the
compactness of nuclear fuel, which by reducing transportation costs to a no~inal consiceration, facilitates
the emergence of a coBpetitive world rearket.
l\le believe that because of (1) ·the magnitude of capital
investr:1.ents required, (2). the long-tern nature of enrichment
contracts) and 0) the uncertainties r:egarding the growth of nuclear
the likelihood of a high-ly-comp-etitive uranium en~ichment in'dustry
.
.
is not great. This likelihood •·rould
increase, hm11ever, if an advanced process requi'ring_ mu·ch· lot·rer
capi~el investme.nt t-1ere available:

.,

po~·t.::r,

FOREIGN

H1PLICAT10~S

The Government is the primary world supplier of enrichment
services and i t is important to maintain as much of the foreign
market as possible to (1) maximize our balance of payments
position; (2) obtain the

ccotr.~itment

of additional nations to

accept international safeguards and the principal of nuc lear
non-proliferation; and (3} cooperate with other major oil
consuming nations

~vhich

are looking to nuclear pcHer to help

reduce their .depen:Iences on foreign oil imports.

Several foreign

..
countires are .in the process' of constructing enrichment capacity
and the (anger this country delays· in constructing new capacity,
the worse our position will be in competing for foreign custoners .
ERDA estimates that U.S. enrichment suppliers will capture about
30 percent of the foreign

d~mand .

An analysis of the e~fect of Government versus private ovmers hip on balance of payments v7ould involve making a number of
assumptions judgemental

i~

nature .

Capturing

as much o"f the foreign mat·ket as possible

u~timately

-.;-rill result in tl!e

greatest inflot.r of dollars to the United States regardleS;S
. ownership .

of

.·

U. S . enrichment sales to foreign governments. has been a factor
in limiting the spread of nuclear weapons .

·.··

For example , sales of .

enrichment services has bee_n used as leverage t .o obtain safeguards.
and non-proliferation guarantees.

Enrichment sales has also been

an important factor in en listi ng the suppo rt of other nations in
using nuclear power as an alternative to oil.

~ ~,..

~

~:~~-~
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Sabotage
According to ERDA, an act of sabotage at an enrichment
facility would not result in a nuclear explosion.

The objective

of saboteurs tvould be to inflict as much dattage as possible so
aso to shut the plant down for a period of time (days to tveeks,
de~ending

on the damage).

Every type of sabotage at the plant ·could

n~t

be prevented.

A t·Iell-trained, ;.;ell-armed terrorist group could damage the
plant:.

It is antici?ated that the major deterrents to acts of ·

_sabotage, .a t _rained and armed security contingent, \vill be
a?eq.uate.

~o unauthorized entrance to the plant will be allo\-led.

An exclusion area surrounding the plant will be established, and
_protected by

ar~med

guards.

The Nuclear

Regulato~y

Commission,

·through its licensing process, tdll be responsible for detemining
whether safeguards will be adequate.
Theft of nuclear material
. A p~rson· with the requisite technical expertise and tne
:

·.

necessary resources could make a crude nuclear t-leapon from
c;bqut 17 kilograms 1 of· highly enric~ed uranium.
that

n~clear

The

possibility

.

.

material can be stolen, lost, or diverte.d from

authori~ed use increases as the n~~ber of

facilities --such as

enrichment ·faci.lities-:-having such tlaterial increases.

~-lhether .

the facility_ is Government or privately Ot.;ned should not influence
· the probability of theft.

lA kilogram is approxioately 2.2 pounds.
~,~ ;'i 7 .. ~
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It is a

physic ~ l
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possibility for privat e enrichment

pl~nts

to produce sufficiently enriched. uranium for use in nuclear
weapuns.

This tvould have to be done covertly as the Atomic Ener gy

Act of 1954, as amended, expressly prohibits the production of
uranium for t-'eapons by <!.."'lY organization ether than the Government.
Because of econo!iiic penalties, licensing and safeguard requirements,
however, it is not a practical alternative for a private plant.
UEA told us that for its proposed plant to produce lveapons
grade mate::-ial, it >·r ocld have to (a) add additional capacity at
a cost of about $700 million and alm?st 2 years added to the
construction schedule, or (b) send the product else~·;here. for
further enrich6ent, or (c) recycle the product at the plant
causing tremendous fluctuations in

po~ver

consumption, diversion

of considerable amounts of inventory from its customers and be
very costly.

Actions of this magnitude should alert the Govern-

ment to such clandestine activities.
Safeguarding nuclear material at enrichment facilities is
subject "t.o provisions of the Atomic · Energy Act of 1954 (Public
Law 93-438).

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is responsible

for assuring that all

sx~cjal

nuclear material, including the

material produced by enri.chment plants, is effectively safeguarded
from unauthorized use.
be subject

~o

Privately owned enrichment plants will

periodic inspections and· enforcement by the

Nuclear Regulatory.

Commissfon~

•.
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Nuclear prolif~ration and
internatiou3l saieguard3
Both the diffusion

a~d

centrifuge

enrich~ent

processes can

enrich uranium so that it could oe used in nuclear
Therefore, it is necessary to prevent

enrichm~nt

~eapons.

technology

h:om fallin3 into the control of nations or subnational grot.•ps

that tvould construct and operate an

enric~1ment

plant to produce

material for nuclear Heapons. Other nations and consortiums of
nations are operating and plar.ni~1g to constinct ~dditio:1sl er!rich::l~nt pl.;;:
The expansion of the enrichment capacity in the United States
regardless of owuership increases the potential that classified
enrichment technology could' illegally or inadvertentl.Y be disclosed
to countries or groups presently •·lithout an enrichment capability.
An ERDA official told us that abo~t 10 percent of the people employed

at an enrichment facility

~rould

have access to classified enrich-

ment information.
The security measures for protecting classified enrichment
technology include physical protec.tion, personnel clearances,
apprehension and
recovery of stolen materials, and possible fine and imprisonment
for violation of relevant

leg~s.~ation.

ERDA

believe~

the.se

measuJes are adequate, but can be ·.i,n~rea.sed if necessary.
On February· 11, 1974_, the Secretary of S.tate
Washingt~~

Energy

Confere~ce

by stating, in

op~ned

par~,

the

that the
..

United ·states is prepared to examine the sharing of diffusion
and . c~ntrifuge

enrichment technology with other nations.

present policy is to

per~it ,;n-::1; ·tic co,..pa-:.:.~·~

.....

~·.;1
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ERDA's

uh.::> h3.ve cc..::

1it:-~-

.
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to provide enrichment car-acity in the United Scates to initiate
unclassified discussions

~\'ith

foreig:1. countries.

Any proposed

arr-angement for these companies to share enrichment technology
\·7:.i.th foreign count;ries is subject to approval by the Governm•2nt.

The Governu:2nt has told industry t!",at it should not assu!ll2 that
the Government would approve a proposed arraneement that
result from commercial negotiations.

~·1ould

The United States and the

foreign country would have to enter into an

agr~ement

for cooperation

before the Unit:ed States •.vould judge the acceptability of any
pro~osal

on . the basis of

--c~mpatibility

.objectives

with overall foreign policy

includin~

effective international

energy cooperation;
--assurance that international security interests
would be protected;
. --assurance of support pf domestic U.S . interests
. including the surety of U.S . fuel supply needs
· being met by the establishment of a competitive
private supply

~ndustry ;

--reas.onable compensati<?n to f.he ·U. S. ppblic for
•.

Govern~ent

developed technology .

St-ate ·Department officials told us that informal d.iscussions
have taken ·p·lace 1:.rith foreign countr:!.es but no applicati,ons have
been made

fo~

sharing of enrichment technology.

..
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THE U.S. TREASURY
•
If the Government builds the next increrr,ant of enricht1en:.:
Qr{

capacity and it is Hnanced through ti1e U.S. Treasury,
time a positive cash flo\v to the treasury would result

in
becaus~

revenues generated by the additional capacity will exceed the
Government costs.

ERDA est imates.that by fiscal year 1990

revenues to the Governr.tent under this option t.rould exceed costs
by about $8.3 billion.

In the short run,

ho~,!ever,

costs tvould

exceed revenues and dra-v1 funds from the
Treasury.

According to ERDA, costs t.rould exceed revenues

through fiscal year 1980.

If private industry provided the

next increoent, the Government would net incur any costs but
would receive taxes and royalties from ·:.:he private enrichers.
Projections of costs and revenueg to

t~e

year 1990

~ecessarily

involve predictions of future roa·rket co:.ditions and a:-e subject to
much uncertainties.

Tha credibility of such projections decrease

as the period of d.me over v1hich they are oade increases.
while ue do not place great importance on

th~

Thus

absolute amount of

revenues ERDA estimated tvill be generated by 1990, He do feel
it

i~portant

to note

tQat-cos~s

.incurred by the

Govet~ment

·in ·

providing the· next increment of capacity ·,-1ouJ..d .be recouped over
a · peri"od of about 6 years.
.,

I

?

COST .AiJD TI:·1I~:G OF
NEXT E:·l RI c:-L ,:! ~rr c;U> ACITY

:Both UEA' s schedule and the EPJ)f\ contingency plan call for
additional ca?acity to be provided in 1983.

L~A

plans to have

its entire 9 million S\·TU plant operating by July 1983.

ERDA's

contingency plan calls for building an add-on diffusion plant at
Portsmouth.

The add-on plant

4. 4 million

S~.JU;

million SHU

~.,ri;;:hout

~vould

have an initial capacity of

hm.,rever, capacity could be expanded to 8. 8
a major cost penalty if authorization for

such expansion is received

\.Ji

thin 2 years after the first half-

size plant is authorized.

EPJ)A

esti~ates

that the construction

cost of increasing the enrichment capacity of the Portsmouth
plant by 8.8 !:lillian St-rus vrould be about. $2 . 1 billion (1975
dollars).

UEA's estimate to build a 9 million

plant is about S3.5 billion,

~"hich

(1975 dollars) for construction.

$w~ enrich~eut

inclu::!.es about $2 .7 billion
These figures shovl that

an add-on plant is cheaper to construct than a stand
alone

p~ant.

Because an add-on plant initially could be built at halfsize, it could minimize the acount -of ditfusion capacity con•.

structed.

That is, the half-size capacity could "buy time" until

the more efficient centrifuge process is developed for
· use.

-•

-r
,
I

co~ercial

UEA's schedule
According to UEA officials, its enrichment facility will be

.

fully operable by J1Jly 1983.

The follot·7ing chart shows major

milestones for bringing UEA's plant on line .
Apply to

Nucle~r Regulate~~

for construction
to bcild enrichment
facility

April 1 , 1976

Begin cons true tion of t\.:O nuclear
powerplan.ts

January 19 77

Receive limited io~ork authorization1
from Nuclear Regulatory Commission

July 1 , 1977

Receive construction pe~it from
Nuclear· Regulatory Co~~ission

January 1, 1979

Complete construction of po\_-rerplants

January 1981

Initial operation

April 1 , 1981

Full production

July 1, 1983

Co~~ission

pe~it

.

Several factors indicate that UEA' s. schedule may b e optioistic .
According to ERDA and ERDA-contractor officials , UEA has made
insufficient allowance for
certain comppnents.

con~ingency

fac to rs and testing of

These officials told us that the schedule,

although possible to achieve , could be optimistic by as much as l to
2 years .
According to ERDA, So"uthern Company2
megawatts of electric

capac~ty

~ill. supply _2 , 400

to UEA's project through Alabama

lAllot·ls preparation of the project site, but no major construction
of the process building is permitted .
2A holding company whose operating affiliates are Alab.ima Po:-rer
Co:-.pany, G~o::-sia Po~:...!r
.:1::-lj", C-1l'" ;;-.:;::.:r cc~
~ ·, a~d
Mississippi ~o~er Conpany.
_i I1 ,_,......,
.--:~
I

_,.

Po;.; er Compar:.y,

~.:hich,

\d l.!. buiJ.d anc operate

t~>o

large

nuclear powerplants dedicated to _the enrichment plant.
•UEA officials told us that they anticipate having enough
power t.;hen required because they will use much of the design
work that has already been completed for
reactors that

h~d

t~.ro

other nuclear

received construction permits but that have
cons~T.er

been postponed indefinitely because of lack of

demand

and financing difficulties.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials told us that the
pO\verplants \-:ill have to be t:elicensed and that they expect
· Alabama
to

~o\ver

b-eg~n:

Company to petition the Nuclear Regulatory Cor.unission

its licensing

reviet·~

as soon as the Government agrees

to assist UEA in building the enrichment plant.
UEA's schedule is predicated on
reactors in 48 months.

buildi~g

the nuclear

During 19 74, nuclear pot.:er plant con-

strucU.on periods wet"e averaging 72 n:onths.

Estimates for 1975

and 1976 are 82 and 79 months, respectivei:Y·

NRC officials told

us that uLA's const~uction schedule is optimistic and that they
doubt it will be achieved .

.·
·.

In the e've'Q.t the tt~ rrowe!'plants are not able to. produce
enough power -for the UEA ·plant, L'EA ~-:ill be required to obtai!l

.,

their pot~er. from o't.her sources.

In this case, it. is question·a ble

whether Alab~a Pot.;er Cor:1p~ny t\rill be a~le .to supply all _2, 500

.m~ga~vatts .of ~lectricity required in 1983 because they currently
estimate having a reserve capacity of ab out 1,600 mega~·r atts a t
t hat !:i

t
~

;,· :.4 -.J .,.,,;:

·•

:.1
;~

H

--.:.

.

- -:. · !..:. ischedule

Go ve ~n6~nt's

The Governt.1ent 's add-on plant schedule calls for initial
oper~tion

in early 1983.

To meet this schedule several actions

must be taken in the next fetv months concerning plant

and

desi~n

securing a power supply.
Plant design
Plant design should begin by January 1, 1976, with the latest
possible date to begin design in :-!arch 31, 19 76.

To meet the

January 1 design start, an adci.itional $.6 million funding authorization over the current fiscal year 1976 budget is needed .

ERDA's

schedule called for receiving such authority by July 1976.

Hot.,ever,

ERDA has not submitted a request for authorization.

The Joint

Comnittee on Atomic Energy added $25 million to ERDA FY 1976 budget
to cover such items as plant design
ass9ciated \·Ti th add-'?n·
EP~A

an~

long lead

ti~e

items

This budget has yet to pass Congress.

officials told us the request for proposals from arch-

itect-engineering firms are being prepared and will go out soon.
They expect the contract can be ay;arded by January 1976.
Power supply
I

To assure power

availabi~ity

for the add-on plant, rtegoti-

.'

ations·should ~tart by January 1 , 197&.

~·l~tter agreem~nt with

the power suppliers v.tould be executed by October 1976, with the
definitive.-contraci: coopleted b'y April 1977.
ERDA has contacted a power supplier in the Portsmouth area-The .rune.rican Electric Pow.er Company--to deterr..ine its interest in

providing the

r~eed'::!d

electricity.

Coal-fired fossil pl.;a!.ts \·i0t.!ld

be used and the State of Ohio siting requirf!r:.ents
This c;opany told ERDA they

~Jould

~--ould

have to b<; i:J.at.

consider furnishix:.g the needed

po~·;er

provided t!-.a.t a ne1>1 s1.1bsidiary corporation be set up Hith the Government guarc;.::.tceing its securities.

l-le think ft is doubtful t!lat the Gov-

ert'..ment vTill guarantee a utility's securities.

CH.:\PTEn. 4
ALTE~X!.TIVfo: FO:U!S OF
GOV'ERl::: ~~~T O~·::~ERSltiP

If the Gova;:nment t-;ere t::> prov-ide the

·ne:~t

incren:.ent of

enrichment capacity , there Hould be draw·backs to providing this cape.city
under ERDA's existing structure.

The annual budget and appropriatlon

precess could prevent the business-like conduct of the enriching
activity.

The budget process has delayed

icple~enting

Imprcvenent Prograo and Cascade Upgrading Prograo . 1
existing structure , enrichment.activities
with other

EP~A

m~st

the Cas;:ade

Also under the

compete for funds

programs .

This chapter

contain~

o£ Govertl.I:'.ent ownership

a description aud analysis· of various

~·:hereby ~ore busi:.:~ss-li~~~

operations sho uld be

possible .
--continued operation in ERDA with self-financing authority,
--a wholly

o~med

Goverr..n:.ent corl'oration within ERDA ,

-a \.;holly o._.rned independen.t Goverru:;.ent

--a

corporation ,

Goverr.nent corporation o;.;ith substantial private

participation.

1
The :asca._de Improvecent Progra:n t.Till incorporate the l atest

techno logy into the exi s t i ng plant equipment .

The Cas cade

Pot.,r~ r !JpratinJ T')'!'."ogram r-:i 11 :_ er-!li t ef fe:::h~e •.;c•• 0 :
· 1
- !:"o -r
mo-~,..,
e ~~..:,.. ::ic ;....:>t.;er i i l the ex~s
· t2.::1;,;
·
·
~<11· ~r.:proveci

• I

fo~s

cm:T I~UF.U O PER.:;.TIO~\ ~HT:iDi

~.;r r..ni.

r::s.A

S E"LF - i:'I~iA:·~C r:;G AtTi'rlO::t;: I Y

Establishment of a self-financed ura.niu.a enrichment enter-·
prise as· a subdivision of ERDA is an alternative which could
involve the lea.st amount of change from the present organizati on .
This alternative has also been referred to as a Directorate
tdthin ERDA.

~~o

chan·ge in :1anagement or operational perso:mel

would be necessary and little; if any, change would be required
in the orgaiJ,izo.tional structure..

This arrangement would also

avoid the interfacing probler.tS \\lith ERDA that t.:ould have to
resolved if an independent corporation

~vere

·.

:

.·

'__/
_,./

.

5

,,

0:.....

be

to be established.

-~

....

":""'\

,. ......:
... .

!

enterpris~

The operation of the

could be financed by the
exa~ple,

reapplication or ravenues for enriching services (fer

through a revolving fund), augnented by appropriations from the
Federal Governw.ent chrough the conventional budget process
ever costs exceed reve11ues.

~.,rhen-

Revenues in excess of needs Hould

·oe t.·epaid to the Treasury.

Financing could also be

provided by

reapplying revenues and by borrmving from the public and/or
the Treasury .
With auth0rization to reapply revenues and t0 borrow funds,
the enterprise could O?erate _t..rithin ERDA to pro•1ide additional
.capacity as needed w:i.thou~the lead times and other considerations
associated t.:ith obtaining funds through the budgetary process,
where the enrichr:tent activities tvo'.lld have to coopete for funds
'.dth all c'::-to.:

.

r"' ....
·~

..

::~

..

.

. ..

~.,;,;

:

~overn~ent
~r

program.s and t.;here judgments

~.,ould

be

thau m.:inir:1izing costs of an industrial- type

Tr:::!asury borro;-Tings are the least expensive debt funding.
These borrotvings are treated as part of the public debt and
· therefore are subject to the public debt ceiling.

.·

·.

of a

Governm~nt

An ~xample

corporation having authority to borrm·r from

the . Treasury. is the Tennessee Volley Authority (TVA) . ·
Dir~·ct borrow:~ngs from the public could fur:tish som? ·added

flexibility "·"in providing for im?rcv..:ments and expansions and

in

providing funding of operations without regard to the public

debt ceiling.

TVA has been gn.nted this authority.
-

~.
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As to the possible

.J.•

...

d i sadvantag ~ s

of

thi ~ organ i z~t i 0nal

arr.a?gemen ts, ·policies governing operation of the plants could
be affected by other ERDA policies and programs rather than
determined on a strictly business-like basis.
An example of a

cor.~ercial-type

enterprise operating within

the Government with authority to reapply revenues, existing in
the Government Printing Office.
for the

Gover~~ent

A revolving fund was established

Printing Office; this fund is replenished by

the excess of revenues from printing
Congress and

Fed~ral

~nd

binding work for the ·

agencies over operating expenses, including

depreciation of equipr:1ent and huiiding improverr:ents.

The net

The enterprise may either serve as a permanent form of
.
.
Government organiza·tion, or as an intermediate step leading_ to
.the creation of a Government corporation .
This alternative was

sugges~ed

but vas abandoned because of strong
~eactio~

several years ago by AEC
adv~rse

congressional

to the potential use of the enterprise as a vehicle

. for transferrirtg

owners~ip

of AEC's existing

from "the public to the private sector;

The

enrichme~t

plants

e~tcrprisa c~n b~

·.
estab.lished viith provUiio?- th.at the. existing
no-t be tra-nsfe-rred to the private sector.
more . impl~~e~table

than a Government

Governmen~

plants

This enterprise is

c~rporation.

Without borrowing aut~ority, the ente~prise would depe~d on
appropriations through the conventional

~udget

process whenever

.
costs exceed revenues.
for

..

'1
j .

.... .... J"

Costs are projected to exceed revenues

next 4 or 5 years.

~he

HHOLLY

-·~

(Y:~~-:ED GOVER~~·1E:7T

CORPOP.ATIC~l

HI T.H ~~ ER.:)A

Establishment of a Government corporation Hi thin ERD.-\ could
permit operation of the enrichment plants on a business-like basis
without requiring significant

in the current organization.

cha~ges

The corporation could be financed independent.ly of ERDA's appropria tions by reapplying revenues and by borro\"ing from the Treasury
and/or the public .

.

Organizatj.onally, the corporation \vould be

·managed by the Ad:ni=tistrator and a Board of Directors he designates .

·.

·.

·.•·
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.·
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The

1

co~por~tion s

~-

business-type budget

~~auld

be transn{tted

to the Office of I-!anagen:ent and Budget and the Congress.

Because

of the self-financing arrangement , funding for operations, long-

..

range plant improvements , and construction programs 'tvould not
be dependent upon the annual budgetary and appropriations
procedures.

The corporation would still be subject, to some

extent, to Governraent policy constraints on e}..-penditures and
debt managex:.ent, depending on legislative limitations placed on
the corporation.

For example, a debt ceiling can be

i~lposed

to

control expans'ion.
Th.is form of corporation is the simplest and most direct
approach.

This corporate structure would also result in miniuum

disruption of established organiza6ional and operating arrangements.

It would maintain a single focal point for all atomic

ene·rgy policy and management and thereby provide consistency of
uraniU:-n enrichment policy in relation to other atomic energy
progr&-n~.
conti~ue

This

mod~

of Government operation could either

indefinitely, or later revert to private organization.

The corporation

~ould

take longer to ir.!.plement than a

Directorate and ·t.rould also requi~e legi~lat-ion.

The continued

.interrelationship ~.rith ERDA c.clJld af.fe~t the operations qf the
corporation because of the influence of

EP~A's

policies and pro-

cedures t-thich relate to ERDA's other responsibilit~.?S.

·.

HHOLLY mr.,;ED 11\DEI'E?~DENT
GOVER.:mE:n COR?OR..~TIO~

• A ,.,holly o>med independent Governnent corporation with
self-fina\lCing authority

~.;ould

enable the

op~ration

of the

enrichment plants to be conducted as a business-type enterprise.
The corporation could be managed by a board of directors '"hose
members would be selected solely for their managerial ability
without an atterept to gain representation of any particular
segments of the industry or the Government .
Establi'3hment of an independent Government e.nrichment
corporation

~.;rould

(1) tend to eliminate any appearance of

preferential treatment for Governr.:ent activities and present
less appearance of subsidy, (2) provide for direct representation
of a broader range of interests through the inclusion of industry
representatives on the board of directors , and (3) eliminate the
possibility of conflict.. bet,.;een ERDA and corporate interests in
the utilization of staff .
It should be noted, ho\-;ever, that an independent corporation
wQuld (1) create the possibility of conflict between corporate
policy and the actions_and policies of ERDA and (2) essentially
preclude utilization either by the corporation or by ERDA of
the special skills and experience of certain key ERDA employees.
Of the existing Government corporations, the organization
and financing of the TVA

po~,·~·r

program probably t-lOuld most

closely resemble those needed by an independent enrichment

·.

·=- "' ""'.• ...

-~~
~..

·'
....
r:'

corpor.Jtion \vhich

r:::~s c

raise large amounts of money f-::oct borrowi:\C,S

and :tevenues for its po~·ler program 1 s construction activities.
TVA 1 s

non-po~-;eractivi ties

from the Con.gress.

are financed through appropriations

Hanagement; of TV A is vested in a three-me:itber

board of directors, appointed by the President for staggered
9-year terms, and a general manager.

The TVA board is respon-

sible to the President and is required by latv to subni t periodic
reports to the C_ongress.
Another approach would be to establish a board of directors
. appointed by. the .President, tvhich t.;ould consist of any number of

..

persons ~:nit, presu~ably, a sornetoJhat lar~er number than TVA's
board, to. p·covide representadon for parties, such as the
electric uti-lities, the nuclear industry, a;Jd the financial
<:ommunity.

The

boar~

likely Hould serve on a part.-timc basis

and would be responsible for decisions on broad policy matters
and for general supervision of the corporation.
GOVERX:.·IENT CORPOR..\TION HITH JOINT
GOVER.NNE:n:· A:W PRIVATE Ow""i\ERSHIP
An independent Gc;>vernment corporation •.d.th· partial private

..
•.

-ovmership would·probably operate more like a private corporation
than· any of tb.e altt;rn<lt~ves discussed previ.ously! . The corporat.ion would be self-financing- fJ:'Om revenue a:J.d co:..tld obtain

·.··

funds for irnprovement and construction progr.:!.::ls from the sale
·of stock, bonds, and notes.
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The capi t al s t ructure of a mixed Gove rnment-industry
corporat ion could consist of capital stock issued by the corporation, the :naj ority of '1-ihich would be retained , at least
initially, by the Treasury and the remainder sold either to
domestic

and foreign enrichment services

custom~rs

or to the pullic .

stock offering of this nature could serve as an ioportant source
of capital to the en·r ichment corporation, especially in the
ne~.r

fel-T years ::-rhen costs are projected to be substantially

greater than revenues.
This mechanism could assist private industry entering the
enrichment business by initial

~isk

sharing .

Additional capacity

built under this mechanism could eventually be transferred to
private indust r y.

Also, through

G~vernment

contrcl of the board;

responsiveness to Federal policies can be insured .

Finally , it

provides the opportunity for foreign participation in equity
financing .
Drawbacks

include possible management conflict due ·

to differing objectives of Government and industry .

Also the

capital s tructure of this option w·ould be more complex .

·.
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CONCLUSIO~S

TI1e Nation must deyelop additional

meet the needs of dcxestic ru1d foreign
future groivth of nuclear power.

ur~'"litml

enrich.ment capacity Ito

cust·~~rs

th~

ruid to permit

TI1e addi tion.al capacity is projected

to be needed by the early 1980's and, because of the long lead times
associated \d th the design and construction of cnrid:.i'TI.ent facilities,

.

a decision is needed socn on

i-.•het.~er

private industry or the

Governn~ent

should provide w'le next increrr.ent of u!"aniu.'TI enrich11ent capacity.
The gaseous diffusion uraP..it!17t enric:.hrr.ent process is the only
proven enrichment technology available and seems to be the best
alternative for the next

incre:~:ent

of capacity.

gaseous diffusion plants--operated by
success_fully for over -30 years.

priv~te

T'ne Government's

firms--have been operating

TI1e next gaseous diffusion plant- -Hhether

Goverrui'.ent or private--should be a last of a kLid and future enricr.rr.ent
capacity \vill most likely use the gas centrifuge or other advanced
enrichment processes .
It seerris clear to us that some fonn of

GoveT!'J~ent

assurances \dll

be required to involve private i.nd.u stry in the uranit..."'ll enricr...'Tlc~t ·
field.

Accordingly~ the l~uclear Fuel Assurance :Act

of 19i5 or similar

legislation is needed to accomplish that objective . .
ERDA's basic

~easons

for supporting the

UE~

proposal

~re

that

(1) the plarit 1·:ould de!llonstrate to the private sector that a privately
o~ned pl~'"lt-~with

Government

assist~'"lce--can opera~e

·successfully and

(2) private construction of tl:..c plant \vould have a favorable

b,.~ _;:;t2~ ·

royalties aD.d taxes.

Euil..-Ji::g 2.nC. c1J.-:.r;J.tir.g the lJfA

1nen:t assistr..nce ,.;ould. s.en·e to

d~:r~n:; l:rti.te

pl~t

1dth Gove1·n··

Govei·n::~ent

that the

is

corcnittecl to assisting priv·ate fh"TI:s getting into the enrichment indbtrr.

Also it would

tle~onstr~~e--in

a

tec~1ical

and industrial sense--that

a private grm.1p can. build tilld operate a gaseous diffusion pla.-Lt .
HO\vcver , because the T.JE.il.. pla:1t i·:ould be a last of a kind, sue.,. a
deir.~nstration is not dir~ctly Telated to the interests of ot...'l3r prh•a.tc

fh1n.s

pla.·min~

to build enricJ·.a:lcnt

In addition, ur.der the

pla>:~s

a;.~r:mgerr.ents

using more adva.."lc.ed processes .

requre.s ted by L'E.!\, its pLmt

~~·ould

operate in essentially a riskless , !'iOn- competitive enviror.u7'.cnt .
l\'hile privr..te industry building

2.11

Federal budget , .so Kould othe1· fom.s of

enrichn;,ent pla."lt
Governm~nt

~\·ould

reduce the

0\\nership , ha\•ing

self- fL-..anci.ng authcri ty z...Tld the ::bili ty to borrm:· ftmds frcm tl:e pu:;l:l.c.

lJEA may encounter problew.s obtaining long- tenn
of anticipated shortages of capital in this co-:.mtry.
r,.ave £ina

con~itrr;ents

fin~.ncing

bec2.use

Also , UEA. does not

"'ith the foreign cou.'l.tries i t expects to help

finance about 60 percent of the -project.

In our vieN , these fit"J.ancing

U&"lcertainties· tend to increase th~ likelihood that the Gove~ent I:!ay

·.

have to take over o~-mership. of the plant .
Further, the UE.o\ proposal , in effect , results in tb~ Goverr1.r:1ent
a~s~g

most; i£ not all , risks associated \·:ith a ne\v cnric!o.rr..ent

facility while pr=~.i tt.; '!"lg UEA L1vz~to:-s in the long nm to receive a .
gu..-:.ran-t eed

retun~

on their invesmertt.

It

se~::1s

reasonable that any

proposals fro:.-. private enriche1·s 0ased on the gaseous diffusion techr.ology
will seek as.5ur:mces s tailar to those li"EA

\::\

deslr·~S.

An alte1nati'!0 to ti:eir lJT:.-\ pla.""lt is
add-on tc

~

existiPg cnrj ci'.:!n~nt plant .

th~ Govel'!';;~~:nt bui.ldir:~ ~n

The estt::;.r::ed. cost to c•;nstnv:.:t

an adc-on is about $600 r;.il2.icn .less thOJ1 t.he cost c:f l.U:A 1 s stnr-d c:.lcne

plm1t .

J lso, if

th~

tinting of ::he

r~ext

enrid::r.ent

i.n~rcment

is

~s

critical a.s EimA says, the u.S\ plant sch:!C:ule ~ which n:c=!y be optmistic
could

b~

a proble:n, '"here.as

2..i1.

sch~dule

acid-on

see:ns to be :;.ore :ltr:J.in-

s teps- - is th$-t it could mi.l1ilni:::e tr:e wr:cur.t of diffusion. capacity tl:at
is constructed

be~ause

r.:.orc t.:LT.c

the more efficient centrifuge

~muld

be per:r.it·ted to cormne1·ciaJ.i::e

i~rocess .

We believe t!:at fu'IDA shoulc reject lJ'2A. 1 s

p-ropos~.l

next inc1·emcnt ;dtll an add.-on to an existing pl2..11t .
·viei'r rr:3r..ageme.t1t of the

Gover!-.t.:~nt

:·roreover , in our

enrich:-:1ent facili t:! e.s could be :r::ore

co~-porrltion

effectively accc:q?lish:d by a

and build t.'1e

having a self-financing

authority to borro\·T fu"'l.c!s fro:n the Treasury or the public.
corporation could

cp~rate

on

~

b:JSiness-·like basis ar.d not be subject to

possible conflicts \d th other p'l·ogrrur.s in ERDA for
attention.

Such a

A self-financing proposal

,~·oulrl

free

f~ds

th~

a11d

m~.nage;;.ent

C011'0ration from

the constraints of the budget processes .
Research <md development eff?rts
· such as gas centrifuge

~'"'ld

in aC:va..;.ced em·_ichment ·technologies

laser isotope scpa1:c=.tio>1 offer poten·i:ial for

more efficient enrictr:tent of un:.nil..!."'n.

Gas cent1·i:!:uge also cff.;:;rs the

potential for a competitive· U:cu.str; although a h:i._shly cor:Ipeti:i\ e
industry is difficult to \risulaiz.c .
industry shoulu coatir:.ue
l·ie

t~cir

1\"e believe th::t both EP.D.; m::l

efforts L"1 ::-"' ::e

In d:.:.s

pri·:at:~

·

C0:-:I:~ Ctl.O:~. ,

reco.;nize that scr.:e fom of Goverzi..ment assista:1::e ar:d assur:r:-:::"s r:a.y

-

precesses.

But, i:1 th!!se ef:fo·.rt:;}

~·ic

f.:el tha GoveTP.:tent sh:mld

seel~

enricters
the Covcrr...:1:<.;mt th::i: is

Tha Joint

co.ntajn~C.

CCAL:-c~ttea

in tne U.cA proposal.
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SCOPE OF ·:mV!E\·1

Our revie'\·!
. Germantc:-m,

made at ERDA Headquarters in

Fils prim~rqy

~!a.ryland

and >:as directed toHard analyzing (1) the

proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 (S. 2035), (2) the
Hay 30, 1975 proposal by lJEA to build the first

private ly-o~o~ned

cnricb;ent facHity, and (3) the attcndent issues that emerged
from these

prcpo:;;als.

t'::o

repor.t by reviewing
records, and by

t·Je obtained the information in this

docu~ent~,

interyic~!ing

reports, correspondence, and olher

responsible officials,

. In-addition to disucssing these matters at ERDA Headquarters,
~~e

met \·l ith officiuls of the

foll.,~·ling

organizations:

--ERDA's 03k Rici.ge Operations Office, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
-- Nuclear Regulatory Commission , Bethesda. , Haryland
--Union Carbide Nuctear Division, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
--Uranium Enrichment Associates, San Francisco, California
--Garrett Corporation,
--Exxon

.·

~uc lear

~orrance,

California

.·

Inc.• , Be llevu~, Hashington

--Electro-Nucleonics, Washington, D.C •
.· --Good year Tire and

--Solcmon
~-Kj.rkr..,·

Broth~rs~

Rubbe~

Company, Akron, Ohio ·

NeH York , New York

Loeb, and Co:npany, New York,

..

,.
~

He~·

York

,

...

. ,.

: ...

-

-
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APPENDIX I

The

larg~st

enrichment capacity outside the UnitaJ

in the U.S.S.R. and priv;:>te sources have

report~d

St ~ tes

is

that they have

a tota1 capacity of about 7 or S r.tlllion SHU:; per year.

Hm-:ever,

their total sales in 197!• to· non-Coill!r.unist-bloc countries is
at ~bout
I 500, 000 S~-i'Us. This nu.1nber is expected to iucrease to a.bout

est~ated

4 million

S~\TUS

The U.S.S.R. offers contracts for

in 1980.

spot sales as h'ell as long-term agrce!:l.=nts.
under past Soviet contracts

~as

The ch;:trge per SHU

been about 5 percent less than

the ERDA charge but is expected to approxi.:::ate ERDA 1 s fro r;J. ~m·T

until the 1980s.
The British and French each have a 400, 00:)

S~·!U/year

diffusi-on

plant currently in operation but they are soo:; to be shut dm-m.
The Eurodif consortium, in

~1hich

France has a. 52 percent interest,

Italy 24 percent, Spain 12 percent, and Belgi'-!:i 12 percent, is
currently building a gaseous diffusion plant.

It is planned to

have a capacity of 3.1 million S\·TU/year in 1S79, 6.5 million in
1980, and 10.8 million i.n 1982. Euro.dif co~:::acts require only
a 6-year lead time as col!lpare·d to ERDA '-s -8-yr::: rs but Eurodif
charges a relatively higher price per SHU.
planned a second diffusion plant which

!:;.trodif has also

~.;ould

i1o.ve an estit:Jated

capacity of 3 million SHU per .y.ear in 1983 a- B.S .million in 1985
and increasing to 10.0 million ShTTJ' after 19c
Another consortium, Urenco, ~:as establi .ed on ~·!arch 4 , 1970.
This is a joi:1t venture b:•

t~e

:·et::.::r..!..ands ,

'"" United King-:or:l ,

. ..

APPENDIX I ·
and the Federal Republic of
enrichment plant.
Netherla~ds,

and

G~t;many

to build a gas centrifuge

Urenco has completed pilot plants at Almelo,
United Kingdom, and is building

Cap,~::lhurst ,

demonstration plants at the same sites to· be completed by 1978.
They expect to have an operating· capacity of about 1. 4
million

1985.

S\·~Js

per year by 1980 and a capacity of 10 million by

Urenco's contracts require a shorter lead time than

ERDA's (only 4-5 years) but their charge per ShTU is no"t-l about
$100 .
Other countries have planned enrichment plants for the more
distant future but have not

m~de

firm conunitments.

For

exa~ple,

Japan plans to have a pilot centrifuge plant \vith a capacity of
25,000 S~-JU/year cocpleted by 1978 .
-operational plant

They expect to have a

full:/"
about
by 1980 at an annual capacity of/300,000

SHUs which l·lill be increased to 1 million

S~·iUs/year

by 1985 .

South Africa has completed a pilot plant using a "secret" technology "(probably an aerodynamic :n.ethod of isotope separation)
'and plans to. have a 5 million St\TU/year capacity by 1986 .

The

Federal Republic of Germany is planning an enrichment plant
using a jet .nozzle me_thod of isotope sep·arc:tion but has made
no

spe.ci~ic

plans .

Several other nations and consortiums are considering
building enrichment plants

have made no definite decisions .

bu~

Australia -would like to have a gas centrifug~ plant to enrich

,,~~
;:;·.

-

.-~;
. : _- ... , .
"" ....

. I , ..

"~'"-'"'
,..$

·.
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their l.;rg.:! supply of nranium :-esources to sell to Kastern

must first obtain the necessary financing and Australia must
obtain the t:.=chncl.::>gy to bui.ld end operate the plant.
is a F:-ench <md

Canc.di~n

C::n1ac1if

joint venture to study the feasibility

of a potential gaseous diffusiou plant to be located in Canada .
They v10uld

li1~e

by 1985 based
financing.

c~

tc

hav~

U.S. cr European techtiology and outside

Brinco is another

t~chnology

financing.

Cana.!ian-ba.;;~d

enrich~ent

sidering building an
European

a 9 :nillion SI·It.J pc:- year plant on line

consortiun con-

plant also based on U. S. or

(diffusion or centrifuge) and outside

Brazil t·muld like to build an enric!1:uent
and

the jet nozzle technoloey

plu~t

using

Zaire has

expressed interest in some type of enrichment plant but
information on either

countrie~'

yla.ns is not available .

•.

·.
\.

..,

.,.,

!

~----
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APPENDIX II

Cm1P _q__•:zrso~~ OF C\JRR~;;T
FOTil-:E!\ UE..o\ PROPOSALS

Pu~D

On December 23, 1974, UEA submitted its first proposal
t o AEC for Government assistance tc build an enrichment facility.
The current, Hay 30, 1975, proposal retains many of the

s~11e

.requests , guch as:
--supplying essential components to UEA;
--providing technical assistance and kno>:·Thot.r on the
installation and operation of the gaseous diffusion
process ;
--assuring that the plant will operate successfully;
and
--assuring domestic partners that the Government will
assume all liabilities and obligations , if UEA
cannot successfully complete -the plant.
There are some ·major differences .
first proposal could have· exposed the

According to ERDA , the
Govenu~ent

as much as

$12 . 4 billion , \-thile the current proposal will expose the Gove-rnment to a maximum $2.6 billion •. The difference, $_9 . 5 billion,
was ~al.;lly . attributable to the proposit-ion that Er:.DA would assume
obligations

de-f~ulted

by U. ~ . u_tilities.

to have continued for the

r~ma~riing

EP...DA' s obligation

\-I

as

period of the utilit.ies'

25-year contract , until the enrichment services were sold to
the ot_her customers , or the· domestic portion of UEA's
been retired, \-7hichever was earlier.

deb~ h~.J

·.
Another request that is no longer in the cut·rent pr opos al
"t..rns that the Government arrange to terr.tinate enough long-term
contracts Hith utilities to assure UEA ,that it would effectively
sell all of its product .

ERDA has stated it ~·Till accept a

customer's request for termination of their contract at no cost
if the custon:er makes a firm commitment to a do::1escic supplier
fo r those services .
· commitments so

This \•Tould be done to the extent that the

t~rminat~d

are beyond these vihich ERDA can

s ustain at desirable future operating ccnditions .
The o riginal request also proposed that the Governrr1ent
obligate . itself , by either

guaran~eeing

bonds or

p~oviciing

funds to UEA , to guarantee the completion of the proj ect .

direct
This

\vould have occurred when a substantial cost 6·1e:-run took place ,
·and UEA •·: as unable to obtain additional funds fron particip.::mts
or lenders .

This has been replaced by ·the transfer of o•·mership

a ssurance •
. The following t able summarizes the differences in the t~·ro
proposals .

-- .
·.

.'

·.··

.·

.•

CONPARISON OF THE Tt-10 UEA PROPOSALS
EQ!L§_OVERNtlF.NT ASSISTANCE

...
De.cember 1974
1;

·.

•

I

J-..J
.

..

. 'l

Provtde technical assis tance at reasonable
charges

3.-' · GtJnrantce that ERDA
m~dlufactured items and
process will ·op~rate as

2,

Supply components at Governmcqt's col:it

Providc·technical esHistancc
at cost

3.

No change

4.

Tran~f~r

expected

l \.)

.. 11

1.

.. reasonable charges

2.

. .l

Supply compo~ents at

Nay 1975

4.

EltDA obligation to complete

plant wi81out reference to
t ime of obligation

of

m~•nP.r~hin

.

.,
~
4

5.

UEA access to ERDA stockpile
during the ea.cly years of 11

5.

up to 9 million SWU, decreasing
to 0 after 5 years

m.ll lion SHU

6.

7.-

UEL\ access to ERDA stockpile

Purchase of 5 to 10 million
S\W . from UEA over the first
3 to ·s y~ars

6.

Termination of ,ERDA enrichment cautr.:tc ts

7.

Purchase up to 6 mi ilion SHU
from U.EA during first 5

Yi~ars

Hithdra~m
<;:J
I

8.

Assumption of defaulting
utllit y obligations

8.

tH thd rm.tn

t

...

.. <
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

INFORMATION

October 15, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

PHIL BUCHEN
JIM CONNOR
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
ALAN GREENSPAN
JIM LYNN
JACK MARSH
ROGERS C.B. MORTON
BRENT SCOWCROFT
BILL SEIDMAN
FRANK ZA

FROM:
SUBJECT:

ADMIN I
Draft

Comments on GAO's
on Uranium Enrichment

Attached for your information is a copy of the final
version of the letter that Dr. Seamans sent to the
Comptroller General on October 14.
The final letter incorporates a few changes from the
version that I sent to you on October 13. The substance
of the letter remains the same.
Attachment

THE WHITE HOUSE

INFORMATION

WASHINGTON

October 13, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CONNOR
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
JIM LYNN
JACK MARSH
BRENT SCOWCROFT
FRANK ZARB

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

Administration Comments on GAO's
Draft Report on Uranium Enrichment

CANNO~

BACKGROUND
In mid-July the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
referred the President's June 26 uranium enrichment
proposal to GAO for an "exhaustive review." GAO
promised to deliver a report to the JCAE by
September 30. On October 3, GAO provided its draft
report to ERDA and the Domestic Council for
Administration review and comment.
The report is
negative in its conclusions and very poor in quality.
Briefly, it recommends that:
(a) ERDA reject the private industry proposal
for building a diffusion plant;
(b) that ERDA build another government plant; and
(c) a government corporation should be created to
take over the enrichment plants.
RESPONSE TO GAO
The attached letter was prepared over the weekend by
ERDA, OMB, FEA, and Domestic Council staff.
It consists
of a four-page cover letter which summarizes 11 major
problems with the report, an attachment which elaborates
on each problem, and a second attachment which gives a
page-by-page comment on the draft report.
The letter was developed with (a) the hope that GAO
would correct and improve its report, and (b) the
expectation that the letter may have little impact with
GAO but could be made public as a rebuttal to the report.
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Our current expectation is that the letter will be
signed and delivered to GAO tomorrow (Tuesday). The
earliest possible response is important, because
(a) further delay on our part could lead to more
delay by GAO and the Congress, and (b) the report
apparently is already in the hands of JCAE staff.
We should consider early Tuesday whether additional
letters should be sent to the Comptroller General
by Administration officials, such as Jim Lynn and
Frank Zarb.

Attachment
cc:

Bob Seamans
Alan Greenspan
Bill Seidman
Phil Buchen
Rogers Horton

UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
The Comptroller General
of the United States
washington, D.C.
20548
Dear Mr. Staats:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on your
draft report on the expansion of uranium enrichment capacity
in the United States. As indicated in the President's June 26,
1975, message to Congress, this matter is of great importance
to the Nation.
The President's proposal was designed to:
• Make clear immediately our National commitment to
provide the needed increase in U.S. capacity to
produce enriched uranium for domestic and foreign
nuclear power plants •
• Retain U.S. leadership as a supplier of ·services
and technology for peaceful uses of nuclear energy •
. Assure early creation of a private competitive uranium
enrichment industry -- ending the Government
monopoly •
• Accomplish the above with little or no cost to
taxpayers and with all necessary controls and
safeguards.
In contrast to the President's proposal, the GAO draft report
concludes that (a) ERDA should reject the proposal received
from the private firm that wishes to build a gaseous diffusiOn
plant, (b) the Government should build and own the next increment of needed capacity, and (c) that a Government Corporation
should be created to take over existing and the next new capacity.
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We believe the most complete, accurate and objective
possible analysis and presentation of the problems, issues,
and alternatives is necessary to increase public understanding of the President's proposal and to provide the
basis for early Congressional action on that proposal.
However, as detailed below, the presentation, analysis
and evaluation in your draft report is not sufficiently
complete, accurate or objective to sustain its conclusions.
We believe the-report should be improved substantially
because it:
• Does not address fully the President's proposal •
. Contains factual inaccuracies or misinterpretations •
• Omits important considerations which, if taken into
account, would lead to different conclusions •
• Reflects philosophic preferences (e.g., for a Government Corporation) rather than an objective evaluation
of the many considerations involved.
Briefly, our major substantive reservations about the report
are summarized below. Each of these points is discussed
further in Attachment A and detailed page-by-page comments
on the draft report are included i·n Attachment B .
• The draft report is almost exclusively limited to a
discussion of a proposal (still under negotiation) from
one industrial group -- Uranium Enrichment Associates -UEA, almost to the exclusion of an evaluation of the
President's total program which would cover a number of
cooperative agreements with firms that wish to build
plants using diffusion and centrifuge technology in the
transition to a private competitive industry .
• The draft report does not reflect a clear understanding
of the remaining uncertainties in centrifuge technology
or the role that both technologies can play in sequence
in achieving a private competitive industry .
. The report does not seem to recognize that following its
conclusions may prevent ever achieving a private competitive
uranium enrichment industry -- even though it professes to
support that objective •
• The report (a) understates the risks to be
private firms that are contemplated in the
proposal, (b) understates the risks to UEA
and (c) overstates the potential risks and
Government.
·--.-:-

assumed by
President's
in its proposal,
costs to the
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• The report does not analyze objectively its strong
recommendation that a. Government corporation be created
to provide uranium-enrichment services --which corporation would have many of the same drawbacks as direct
government financing~·.
• The discussion of cash flow and Government financing
is inaccurate and misleading in that it (a) does not
make clear the large budget o~tlays that would result
over the next few years if the Government builds new
capacity; (b) incorrectly implies that costs of a new
add-on Government plant would be recouped in about
6 years; and (c) confuses revenue from existing plants
and eventual revenue from a new add-on Government
plant. The revenue from existing plants is largely
a repayment to the Treasury for past and current costs
to taxpayers for building and operating these plants .
• The conclusion that a Govern.ment-owned capacity could
be added at a cost of $600 million less than that of a
similar sized privately-owned plant is open_to question
and ignores the broader benefits of private financing
and ownership of uranium enrichment plants.
• While an early decision on the approach to expansion
of U.S. capacity is essential, ERDA does not believe
that a delay of one year or more -- beyond the UEA
planned date for having a plant on line -- would present
the serious problem assumed in the draft report. Furthermore, a Government-owned add-on plant could not be brought
on line until at least 18 months after the date planned
by UEA.
The criticism in the draft report of private ventures'
plans to obtain long-term "take-or-pay" contracts for
enrichment services suggests that GAO may not recognize
that such contracts-are now used by ERDA in selling
services from existing plants and are often used in
industry -- for example by utilities in purchasing
coal •
• The criticism of private ventures' slowness in signing
up foreign customers suggests a lack of understanding
of the impact of the uncertainty while Congressional
action is awaited, and the positive effect that early
Congressional approval would have.
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• The report is correct in concluding that the safeguarding
of nuclear materials and protection of classified technology
is not an issue in the debate o~er Government vs. private
ownership of a plant. However, we believe the report
should emphasize that prompt action toward expanding the
Nation's uranirnn enrichment capacity would be a major
contribution to continued U.S. technological leadership
and to non-proliferation objectives.
We urge strongly that the General Accounting Office proceed
promptly with the correction and completion of its report so
that it will not contribute further to delay in Congressional
action on the President's proposal. We believe it is essential
that a National decision on the means for expanding U.S. capacity
to enrich uranium be reached without further delay.
We are prepared to cooperate fully in providing any additional
information and assistance that you might need in completing
your report.
Sincerely,

Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
Administrator

Attachments
As indicated

ATTACHMENT A
DETAILED DISCUS$ION OF .PROBLEMS SUMMARIZED
IN THE LETTER ro MR. STAATS
1.

The draft report is almost exclusively limited to
a discussion of a proposal -- still under negot1at1on -- from one industry group, almost to the
exclus1on of an evaluation of the President's total
proposal. Thus, it does not address the main issue
which is the appropriateness and adequacy of the
President's plan •
• The President's legislative proposal provides
the basis for negotiating cooperative agreements with a number of private firms that
propose to finance, build, own, and operate
uranium enrichment plants -- both diffusion
and centrifuge -- so that the Nation may move
toward a private competitive industry •
• The context for this proposal is important:
• The Atomic Energy Act requires that "The
development, use and control of atomic
energy shall be directed so as to • • •
strengthen free competition in private
enterprise."
• A program was undertaken to provide industry
with access to enrichment technology so that
firms could decide whether to enter the
field •
• One firm, Uranium Enrichment Associates (UEA),
has proposed to build a plant_utilizi~g the
proven gaseous diffusion process to satisfy
the need for the next increment of capacity.
Three firms have now proposed plants using
centrifuge technology for succeeding increments.
• The draft report focuses narrowly on the proposal
submitted by UEA. This proposal is important because it is the only one that deals with the next
increment of needed capacity . However, it must be
viewed in its proper context, i.e., as the starting
point for negotiating a cooperative agreement under
the pro ~sed leal~_at
e
a
ec~ssary firs
step in private financing and ownership of all
future increments of capacity .
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• Contrary to the implications of the draft report, the
terms in the UEA proposal are still under negotiation
and have not been ~c~epted by the Government.
2.

The draft report does not reflect a clear understanding
of the remaining uncertainties in centrifuge technology
or the role that both diffusion and centrifuge technology
play in sequence in moving toward a private competitive
pranium enrichment industry.
Misunderstandings are reflected in the report's:
• Prompt dismissal of diffusion as being unimportant
in moving toward ·private involvement, and the jump
to centrifuge as an easier -- rather than more difficult -- solution without private financing and
ownership of a diffusion plant as a first step •
• Conclusion that UEA's choice of diffusion technology
is one valid reason for ~ejecting its proposal.
• Repeated referen.:=e to centrifuge as the "more
efficient technology" -- without recognizing the
uncertainties associated with it .
. Suggestion that centrifuge ventures should accept
more risk when centrifuge involves greater risks.
• There is general agreement that the next increment of
capacity should utilize diffusion technology. There
is also substantial agreement that succeeding increments
should utilize centrifuge technology -- but this is not
assured. Substantial economic uncertainties remain and
the diffusion process may still be competitive for future
increments •
. U.S. centrifuge technology is well ahead of other nations
and a pilot production plant is scheduled to be completed
in 1976. But, we do not yet know the economics and
reliability, for example, of mass production of the
required large nurr~er of centrifuge units, or the
operating, maintenance and replacement costs of such
mass produced units .
• Because of qreater uncertainties,· private firms wishing
to use the centrifuge process may need more assistance
and be able to assume less risk
directly contrary
to the report's conclusions.
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A successful private diffusion venture would -contrary to the draft report -- have a direct
relationship to the success of private centrifuge
ventures. For example, it could demonstrate:
• The end of uncertainty -- rather than continued
delay·-- as to whether the Government is serious
about establishing a private competitive industry
and ending its monopoly .
• That private industry can raise capital for building
enrichment plants and establish satisfactory relationships with customers, both doinestic and foreign .
• That private industry financing and ownership is
possible while maintaining all necessary controls
and safeguards.
3.

The draft report does not seem to recognize that following
its conclusions may prevent ever achieving a private competitive uranium enrichment industry in the U.S. The report
indicates support for the objective of a private uranium
enrichment industry but recommends (a) summarily rejecting
the private industry proposal for building a diffusion
plant -- rather than pursuing negotiations toward a
cooperative agreement, (b) building additional Governmentowned capacity, and (c) creating a Government Corporation.
Ending a Government monopoly is extremely difficult at
best. The current need to commit to major new plants
offers an excellent opportunity. The progress that has
been made thus far in moving toward a private competitive
industry -- including the proposals now before ERDA -is the result of (a) the statutory requirement cited
earlier,· (b) a strong policy position taken in 1971,
and (c) a vigorous effort by industry to respond to
the Government's actions, ·and (d) a concerted effort
by the Government to define conditions under which
such involvement can occur with all necessary controls
and safeguards.
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• To decide now to build more government-owned capacity
(after a period of many years without constructing
new plants) could not help but cast doubts -- among.
potential private industry participants and customers,
domestic and foreign -- about current or future assertions that.the Government is serious in its efforts
to involve industry and end its monopoly.
Contrary to implications·in the report, there is no
strong reason to suggest that it would be easier or
more effective to begin the transition to a competitive
industry with centrifuge technology. Not· only would
the same types of Government cooperation and temporary
assurances be required -- and possibly more because
of the larger uncertainties -- but the creation of a
Government corporation at this time would undercut the
whole concept of a private industry in the field.

4.

draft re~ort (a) understates
rivate flrms contemplated in
partlcularly understates the
(c) overstates the potential

the risks to be assumed
the President 1 s proposal,
rlsk to UEA ln lts proposal,
risk to the Government •

• The report fails to recognize the risks that private
firms would have in dealing with multi-billion dollar
projects involving classified technology which has not
yet been proven in a commercial setting. Without
exception, potential entrants in the enriching industry
and representatives of the u.s. financial community
viewed this activity as presenting abnormal business
risk -- according to their testimony before the JCAE
in 1974 hearings •
• The report does not recognize adequately that, under the
President's proposal, Government assurances would last
only for a limited transition_period and then terminate
automatically, leaving the plant owner with many business
risks for at least the 20-25 year period of plant
operation •
• The report recommends getting "more equitable sharing of
risks 11 when centrifuge technology is ready, but gives no
clear indication of what, specifically, would constitute
"more equitable sharing of risks" or how this goal might
be achieved. There seems no recognition that centrifuge
technology, in the near term, involves more risk than
diffusion technology.

5
In the case of the UEA proposal, the report (a}
erroneously states or implies in several contexts
that UEA would receiv~ a guaranteed 15% return on
equity, and (b) fails to grasp that, while complete
loss of private equity in the project is perhaps remote,
there is a substantial risk of partial loss of private
equity. Thus, the report gives an erroneous and
distorted view of the UEA proposal. It is particularly
important that the question of risk be completely and
fairly treated since "inadequate risk" is central to
the GAO thesis that the proposal be rejected.
The report implie.s that there are substantial financial
risks to the Government, e.g., the implication at the
outset that the Government probably would spend $8 billion
to implement its proposed program -- when the plan
virtually assures that this will.not happen.
The report fails to note that even under the most
severe consequences (need for Government to take over
a project) -- let alone the more likely circumstances,
Government funds would not be at risk. .Government funds
would all be recovered, normally from the private
project but, in any case, from the sale of uranium
enrichment services.
The argument that risks would be unduly shifted to the
Federal Government overlooks the fact that if the Federal
Government finances and owns additional capacity it
bears all the risks for the entire life of plants.
5.

The draft report does not analyze objectively its strong
recommendation that a Government corporation be created
to provide uranium enrichment services. For example:
The assertion that management by a Government corporation would be ·~ore effective" is not backed up by
reasons-- other than freedom from the budget·and
appropriations process which may be undesirable.
The report seems to conclude that a Government corporation is somehow substantially different from the
present ERDA-run operation when, in fact, it still
amounts essentially to continuation of a Government
monopoly.
·
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• Many disadvantages of a Government corporation -- which
.also apply in most cases to the present operations
are not mentioned, including: ·
• Uranium enrichment is not an activity that can be
performed well only by the Federal Government. It
is essentially a commercial/industrial activity •
• Uranium enrichment service capacity must expand
rapidly over the next few years and that expansion
could occur in the private sector -- rather than
swell the Federal sector.
/

• Borrowing from the Treasury by a Government corporation
as in the case of ERDA building added capacity -- would
add to the total of the national debt and net outlays
would add to the Federal budget deficit •
• As the Nation's reliance on nuclear power grows, maintaining a Federal monopoly would lead to an unprecedented
degree of Federal control over the Nation's electrical
energy supply and ending that monopoly could become even
more difficult with an entrenched Government corporation •
• The Nation would forego the advantages of private
competition which can provide incentives over the
long run for lower costs, improved efficiences and
technological advancement -- as well as a more diverse
base for utilities to obtain their fuel.
• The argument in the report that UEA may encounter
problems in obtaining long-term debt financing because
of anticipated shortages of capital in the u.s. would
apply eq~ally to borrowing by a Government Corporation •
• The possibility of setting up a Government Corporation
to take over existing plants and finance, build ·and
operate new capacity -- in time to meet the u.s. needs
for additional capacity is open to serious question.

7

6.

The discussion of cash flow and Government financing
is inaccurate and misleading in that it (a) does not
make clear the large budget outlays that would result
over the next few years if the Government builds new
capacity; (b) incorrectly implies that costs of a
new add-on Government plant would be recouped in
about 6 years; and (c) confuses revenue from existing
plants and eventual revenue from a new add-on Government plant •
• Construction of additional Government enriching
facilities would have a significant near ~erm budget
impact. The initial increment of a Government add-on
plant would involve budget outlays in the period of
FY 1976 to FY 1983 of about $1.6 billion (1976 dollars).
A Government-owned plant comparable in size to the
UEA plant would require nearly $2.5 billion (in 1976
dollars) in outlays between FY 1976 and FY 1983 •
• These outlays represent a significant additional
financing requirement from domestic funds, particularly
over the next few years. The UEA proposal submitted
in May and now the subject of.negotiations contemplates using significant amounts of foreign capital
but with firm u.s. control of the venture -- thus
minimizing the impact of financing requirements on
domestic capital markets.
• An add-on plant would not produce enough revenue to
recoup costs until after 1990 rather than in 6 years
as the draft reP,ort implies.
• Revenues from existing uranium enriching plants represent a repayment to the Treasury for costs borne by the
taxpayers. These revenues are counted on to offset
the costs of existing plants and other Federal programs
and, if not available for this- purpose·, would have to
be replaced by higher taxes or deficits. These
revenues should not be confused with the eventual
revenues from building new Government capacity.

~

~----------------------

8
7.

The conclusion that a Government-owned capacity could
be added at a cost of $600 million less than that of
a similar sized privately-owned plant is open to question
and ignores the broad~r benefits of private financing
.and ownership of uranium enrichment plants.
• There undoubtedly would be some savings in building an
add-on Government facility ~~ through use of common
support facilities and from tying in with an existing
plant's prod~ction process.
However, it must b~ recognized that this differential
(a} ignores the substantial advantages of moving
toward a private coillpetitive industry, and (b) ignores
the expected potential of drawing on foreign sources
of financing (but with U.S. control} if private
industry is involved. The UEA proposal contemplates
attracting some $2 billion in foreign capital which,
if it can be attained, would result in domestic capital
financing of some $1 billion less than for a
Government plant .
• A number of the benefits of private financing and
ownership are summarized under point 5, above.

8.

While an early decision on the approach to expansion of
U.S. capacity is essential to maintain the credibilit¥
of the u.s. as a reliable supply.source, a delay of a year
or more beyond UEA's planned dates for actually having a
plant on the line would not present serious problems •
• The draft report reflects concern about potential
slippage in the date when UEA would have a plant on
line. UEA's proposal contemplates initial production
in 1981 with full production in mid-1983 .
. If the Government-were to add on a "half-size" piant to
an existing plant, .initial production would not begin
until 1983, with full production in 1984. If the add-on
plant was equivalent in capacity to that of the UEAproposed plant, initial production would commence in
1983 with full production at the beginning of 1985.

9

In any case, the cazi'cellations in nuclear power plant
orders and slippages· in plant on-line dates here and
abroad -- combined with the ability of the u.s.
Government to use its stockpile of enriched uranium -woulq allow flexibility to accommodate some slippage
in the on-line date proposed by UEA.
Whether or not there would be a delay is still a matter
of conjecture. Some believe UEA could not meet its
proposed schedule; others point out that privatelymanaged construction projects could move more quickly
than those undertaken for the Government.
9.

The criticism of private ventures' plans to obtain
long-term "take-or-pay" contracts for enrichment services ,
and implied criticism for not providing the uranium to be
enriched, suggests a lack of understanding of current ,
widely-accepted practices.
Long-term "take-or-pay" contracts are now used by
ERDA for enrichment services from Government-owned
plants and foreign sources. Also, ERDA contracts
require a substantial customer down payment. Moreover,
firms planning to employ centrifuge technology will
most likely employ long-term take-or-pay contracts.
11

11

Long-term tak~-or-pay contracts are common in industry,
particularly between utilities and firms in the coal
industry. Such contracts are used as security for
obtaining long-term debt financing when large capital
investments are required, as in opening new coal mines.
11

11

Uranium feed materials are not conventionally supplied
by any uranium enricher.
10. The criticfsm of rivate ventures• slowness in si nin
up ore1gn customers suggests a ack of understand1ng of
the im~act of the uncertainty while Congressional-action
is awa1ted.
·

The need for Congressional action on the President's
legislative proposal is well recognized by potential
domes±ic and foreign customers and investors .
The preference in some quarters for continuing the
Government monopoly through building added capacity by
ERDA or a Government Corporation is also well known.
Both factors contribute, quite understandably, to the
uncerta ._ .1 s .J • • plc:
nd ..:.11 us to some de.Lu_·
signing up customers and investors.

10
11. The report is correct in concluding that the safeguarding
of nuclear materials and protection of classified technology is not an issue in the debate over Government vs.
private ownership of a plant. However, the report should
emphasize that prompt action toward expanding the Nation's
uranium enrichment capacity would be a major contribution
to continued US technological leadership and to nonproliferation objectives.
• The fact that foreign customers were not able for many
months to sign firm long-term contracts with a US source
of uranium enrichment services damaged tne credibility
of the Nation as a supplier and has increased pressure in
other nations for development of enrichment technology
and construction of plants.
• There is increasing evidence that other nations are
turning to potential suppliers outside the US, thus
increasing the pressure for construction of more
enrichment plants abroad.

\.
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ATTACHMENT
Com.rr.ents on GAO Report
Comments

Reuort Reference
Digest
Page i

~

Para. 2

Erroneous implication that Government will expend $8 billic:1,
plan virtually assures that this will not happen.
,.,.
Horeover, any Government expenditures will be rcco"Jered by
Government through 1.TEA reiw.bursement of cost of assistance
or in event of takeover from revenues received from Government
sales of enriching services.

~?hen

Page ii~ next to
last point
Page

ii~

Factually incorrect in that Government purchase of UEA
SWU's is not unlimited, rather being specifically limited
as to amount, time and circumstance.

last point Factually incorrect in that UEA access to Government Svm's
not unlimited, rather being specifically limited as to
amount, time, and purpose.

Page iii, first
2 lines

Erroneous implication that the Government will reimburse
domestic equity in lTEA in all circ.HEstances if UEA plo.::t
fails. Depending upon circumstances, UEA domestic eqt.~i.ty
could be partially or totally forfeited.

Page iii, Para.l

Factually incorrect in that UEA domestic equity will not
receive a..'"l essentially guaranteed return on their investment.
In event of takeover domestic equity reay lose part or all
of its investment. Further after the transition periort,
UEA will risk losing not only retarn on equity, but als0
the potential of loss of some of its equity if it fails
to produce product to meet commitments to their custose.rs.

Page iii, Para.2

\fuile probably correct, this statement does not appear to be
relevant to an evaluation of the p:::-oposed Nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act of 1975. Furthermore, v;e do not believe that
use of gaseous diffusion technology is appropriate as a reason
for recornmended rejection of the 1.JEA proposal since many of
the values produced are independent of the technology
employed and it is generally agreed that the next plant
should use this process. Additionally, it is not at all
clear at this tirr:e that plants using gaseous diffusion tdll
not compete ~-lith gas centrifuge plants for future incrC';=<~'nts
of capacity.
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Report Reference
Digest
Page iii, last three
points under Conclusions

Page ii~, next to last
· point

Comments
Factually incorrect in that investors are not
guaranteed a rate of return. Furthermore, with
the exception of the first conclusion (treated
above) the observations made could apply equally
well to private efforts employing the centrifuge
process. Conclusions used as a basis for recommending
rejection of the UEA proposal should, in our judgment
be considered in the context of the total proposed
program and the implications of a proposed action _
upon that progr&"1l. Any "financing uncertainties" are largely the result of the uncertainty over the
present position of the Government and can be expected to be resolved by passage of the Nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act. There is no reason for believing that
the UEA plant would be on line any later than a
similar sized Government plant. In sum tve believe
that the basis for GAO conclusions that the UEA
project should be rejected are not relevant.
Factually incorrect in that Governllient add-on
plant schedules 4.5 million SWU in 1983, 9 m.illion
by 1985, about 1 1/2 years behind UEA proposed
schedule ·for a plant of the same size - so e':en
a substantial slip in lJEA schedule t-wuld not put
it behind the Government schedule. Horeover,
Government operations are also, like private efforts,
vulnerable to interruptions, uncertainties and
delays.

Page iv, middle para.

Erroneous implication that private centtifuge
enrichers 2re likely to be willing to assurr.e more
total risk with a less advanced technology when all
evidence points in the contrary direction.

Page v, 2nd point

There is no basis for this recommendation which is
developed in the report; nothing in the report
indicates any basis for concluding that the proposed
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadecp.r2te or·
undesirable legislation for assisting private
employment of advanced endching technologies.

Page 7, last sentence,
first para.

Factually incorrect in that a new plant to oper2te
economically err.ploying (a) gaseous diffusion prticc.ss
requires approximately 9 million SWU or (b) gas
centrifuge process capacl ty sor:1'~i.dcu:-•.'! in the r:;.uge cf
1 to 3 million, as yet unJetermined.
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Report Reference

Comments

Page 9, first sentence

Incomplete, thus misleading. Text should indicate
that ERDA officials stressed that the process has
not yet been determined to be technically or
economically feasible, thus that production plant
extrapolations at this time are meaningless.

Page 10, second para.

Misleading ru1d incomplete in that no mention is
made of the fact that several years of intensive
work a.'"l.d sizeable commitment of resources have besn
made 9y a substantial number of private firms in
developing their present positions, and, in the
case of the four groups cited, in developing
extensive plans for participation in private
enrichment. Very extensive marketing efforts
have been undertaken, particularly by UEA.

Page 11, last para.

Seriously erroneous implication in that needed
assistance and assurance to private projects is
expected to be on a basis >·Jhich provides such
support at the expense of the nrivate proiect,
whereas the context implies that this Hould be
at Government expense.

Page 14, last sentence

Hisleading, implies no efforts u.."ldenTay on hedge
plan; approximately $4,100,000 has been expended
to date on conceptual design of an add-on gaseous
diffusion plant.

Page 17, 5th sentence

Erroneous implication that participation will be
55% domestic, 45% foreign. Participation
contemplated is 40% domestic vlith 55~; of voting
right and 607; foreign with 45% voting rights.

Page 22, 2nd sentence
under Access to EP~A
stockpile

Factually incorrect in that 9 million S\JU are not
available throughout the 5 year period~ but on
a declining basis to zero over the five year period.

Page 23, 3rd para.
within 3rd sentence

Erroneously implies that the Government 'tvould be
required to pay return on equity in the cases noted.
UEA in such cases proposes (Hay 30 letter)
"return of their original investr:.:ent and additional
compensation, ~s determined ~y USG, to reflect

- 4 Report Reference

Comments

Page 24, last word at
end of first para.

Factually incorrect- should read "gross negligence".
This is important because single negligence is cause
for partial loss of equity.

Page 25, last para.

Seriously incomplete and potentially misleading; context
unclear; may depend upon Hhether UEA or ERDA complete
the project; should be expanded extensively or deleted.

Page 26, last sentence

Factually incorrect - it does not constitute a Government
guarantee of this rate of return - see earlier com~ent
on page iii of Digest.

Page 27, first para.

Seriously erroneous implication that the $1.4 billion
maximum "takeover" commitment and $1.2 billion SHU
purchase com.rnitment (vlhich mi>;ht be required if 6 million
SWU were purchased) are additive. In any credible
situation SI-TU purchase would only occur if the plant
\vere operable by T.JEA in a production sense, he.nce
"takeover" had not occurred or j,ould not then occur.

Page 28, first para.
within first sentence

Factually incorrect; should read "gross negligence or
willful misconduct. 11

Page 28, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Factually incorrect; UEA risks loss of part or all of
domestic equity during transition period, thereafter
risks loss of revenues and loss of return on equity
due to failure to produce product, strikes~ etc. ·
Furthermore if the project proceeds satisfactorily
as is implied by the term "essentially riskless" then
there would be no cost "borne by the Government" except
for any SHU purchased which are, of course, resaleable •.

Page 29, 3rd sentence

Erroneous inplication that "normal business operations 11
(see page 28) associated with businesses performing
services ah.,rays cover risk of supplying materials being
processed (millers do not supply grains being milled).
The normal business operations of supplyinr; enriching
services does not involve supp;t.ying the feed material.
Neither ERDA nor foreign enrichers undertnkc this risk..
Therefore the implication that UEA is proposing a novel
system is factually incorrect.

"'

- 5 Report Reference

Page 30a,first sentence

Page 31, 2nd para.

Corru:1en ts

Erroneous implication·that all "normal" operating
risks are hedged - not so - after transition period
UEA has risks of strikes, mismanagement, etc.,
causing loss of revenue and return on equity through ·~
failure to produce prodtrc ) factually incorrect i.n
that the Governr.1ent doe3 not guarantee equity
if plant not completed - UEA may lose all or a portion
of equity during the transition period, thereafter tt
may lose a portion of equity or return on equity due
to inability to produce product to meet con;.;Ldtments.
Erroneously implies that long term take or pay contracts
cost pass through pricing are abnormal for enriching
serVices industry. This is the practice of EP~A and
may well be the practice of those employing the
centrifuge process.

~vith

Page 31, 2nd para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication that industry will not be regulated
should the need arise. Horeover, the relevance of the
point is.questionable if customers have no objection
to 15% return, cost-pass-through, long term take or
pay contracts. Unless customers do subscribe to the
project, it cannot procee.d. The industry \·cill be
subject to NRC regulation.

Page 31, last para.
2nd sentence thru
end of para.

Erroneous implication that advanced technologies do
not offer competition to UEA. They will do so \-lith
respect to uncommitted portions of L~A's initial plant
capacity and to any potential future additions of
capacity. The same cow~.ent could apply equally well
to a Government add-on plant.

Page 32a,2nd para.
portion of last line

Factually incorrect; under no circumstances is UEA
guaranteed a 15% return on investment equity in a
takeover situation.

Page 32b, last sentence
first para.

Factually incorrect; in the event of takeover during th~.s
period for reasons other than gross mismanagement, grosE;
negligence, or ~dllful misconduct UEA risks losing boti1
a retun1 on equity investn:ent _end a portioc1 of its
equity investment. It could be pointed out that
ino.bility of tJEA to roll over construction loan:.;; at the
end of the construction period could trigger a
Govermc-,ent takeover but \vould also presuLeably pcrmi t
the Govcrm::ent to be the OHner of an oper.c:bl.:: pla-;1l:.

- 6 Comments

Renort Reference
Page 32c, first para.
portion of last sentence

Relevance of absence of price regulation is questionable.
In fact, price regulation could operate to remove risk
of competition.

Page 33, the word
negligence in the first
and fourth sentence

Factually incorrect and strongly .IT'..islead.ing; implies ,,,.
only risk to equity is in extreme conditions cited.
which would be d:i.fficult to prove. In fact equity
is at risk~~ 100% in all other situations.
Report fails to recognize extremely important point_
potential for partial loss of equity.

Page 33, first sentence
und~r first major
heading

Factually incorrect,
15% rate of return.

Page 33, first para.
end to last sentence

Erroneous implication; uhile the gaseous diffusion
process could be considered as a cheiT'ical process,
the· enriching services industry does not reser:::ble
the chemical industry - no single chen1ical product or
service involves a capital investment of $3.5 billion
and long term pay out - a more nearly comparable
industry in these respects (but not in degree of
business risk) is the electric utility indus try.
The failure to recognize this distinction is a major
flaw.

Page 33, first para.
last sentence

Seriously erroneous implication that entry into
enrichment industry presents only the normal business
risks - overlooks unusual difficulties in licensing
nuclear activities, possibilities of nuclear
moratorilli~S in various states ru1d the unprecendented
risk of investing 3.5 billion dollars in a single
venture as yet unproven commercially based on secret
technology. It should be noted that without exception
potential entrants into the enrichment industry and
the U.S. financial community during hearings before the
JCAE vie\v this activity as presenting abnorDal business
risks.

L~A

is not assured of a const&1t

- 7 Report Reference
Page 44-45
Beginning last
sentence page 44

last sentence,
first para.

Cor;1rnents-

Factually incorrect; should read "ERDA's present policy
is to permit domestic companies who expect to provide
enrichment capacity in the United States to initiate
unclassified discussions v:ith foreign entities within
-~...
the confines of the Atomic Energy Act and the requi~ements
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 110
Rules and Procedures. 11
Incomplete. Should add statement that "The Governlfl..ent"
would have to assure that the proposed arrengement
would be beneficial to the U.S." Also should revise
next sentence as follows:
"Any arrangement \Wuld be subject to an appropric.te
Agreement for Cooperation between the U.S. and. the
country or cow< tries of the foreign entity. The
Government findings as to the acceptability of
such proposals would be judged on the basis of:"

Page 46, 2nd and
third sentences

Incomplete.. Should note ERDA estimates of revenues
based on attainment of proposed legisl.::ttion pen::itti.:tg
establish~ent of COIT$ercial charge presently estimated
at $76 per SHU.

Page 61, 1st para.
first sentence

Incomplete in that the UEA plant, ·Hhich ~be the last
of its kind, if more advanced processes prove economical
in time, is in fact related to the interests of other
potential entrants. Early action by the Government to
support UEA would enable other private entrants to
secure foreign and dorr:estic customers by virture of this
demonstration of serious intention of the GOvernment to
rely on private enterprise to supply needed enrichr:-.ent
capacity.

Page 61, 1st para.
second sentence

Factually incorrect. See earlier corr~ent~ in regard
to facts of UEA's risks. Noreover, as to competition,
UEA is already encountering competition from the
centrifuge because several large potential customers
(TVA, Consumers Po':·Jer, tHo Texas uti litis:; and others)
appear to have passed up UEA as a supplier and are
already dealing \dth potenial centrifuge: enrichment
suppliers.
·
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Report Reference

Comments

Page 61, 2nd para.

Incomplete in that borrm-ring from the Treasury under
Govern:::ent mmership would swell the total of the natior.al
debt and in such case net ou!:lays \·JOuld add to the budget.,
deficit.

Page 61, third para.
first sentence

Erroneous implication that this potential difficulty of
obtaining long term financing is peculiar to uLA and
not equally applicable to other potential entrants.
Horeover, all private industry will experience these
difficulties if more m1d more ne."\·7 Governr:1ent nger..cies
(such as the proposed government enrichment eo:rporation
proposed by GAO) are enabled to borrow in the money
markets. 1ne more the public sector of the economy
is expanded, the greater the difficulties \Ihich will
be experienced by private fi~s.

Page 61, third para.
2nd sentence

Erroneous implication that this is an inherent probleu:
when it prob2bly would be overcome immediately (for
UEA and other private projects) if the Congreas p~sses
the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, thus serving clear
notice of U.S. GOvernment support forprivate entry.

Page 61, third para.

Factually incorrect; UEA investors will not receive
a guaranteed return.

Page 62, first para.
third sentence

Erroneous implicatiorc; Government schedule is end of
1983 for t,.s million S\Ti.J and the first part of
1985 for 9 million S\.JU '"hereas if 1JEA schedule slips
1 1/2 years they will have 9 million S\W by the first
part of 1985. It should be observed that Goverr..rrent
schedules also might slip

Page 62, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

We would disagree. Separate corporate managem~nt of
enrichment facilities, due to time required to obtain
necessary legislation and dispersion of experienced
personnel betHeen ERDA and the corporation, might
well preclude timely implementation of Government's
hedge plan should such action become necessary.
Horeover, establishment of such a corporation might
reduce confidence in Government's intentions to
·
transfer enrichreent to the private sector.

- 9 Report Reference
Page 62, 2nd para.
last sentence

Comments
Erroneous implication. It. is not at all clear that a
Government corpo~ation would be freed from budget
constraints. This would be contrary to the spirit,
if not the letter, of the "Budget Reform Act" of 1974.

'''"

Page 63,

Erroneous implication that private centrifuge enrichers
are likely to be Hilling to assm::e more total risk
with a less advanced technology when all evidence points~
in a contrary direction.

Page 63, last point

.No basis is established in the report for this recoru:tendation,
i.e., the report does not indicate ,,There the proposed
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate, or an undesirable mechanism, for assisting development of a
competitive uranium enrichrr..ent industry.

Appendix I
Page 65, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Factually erroneous. The s t2.teraent should read:
"The Eurodif consortium, in v!1ich France has a 42 percent
interest, Italy 24 percent, Spain 12 percent, Belgium
12 percent, and Iran 10 percent,"

Page 66, first para.
last sentence

Factually incomplete. The follm,Ting should be inserted:
"Brazil has recently made 2n agreement \·lith the :t'edc:cal
Republic of Germany under which Germany v;ill not only
sell power reactors to Brazil bet also establish in
Brazil the complete nuclear fue.l cycle, including an
enrichment plant using the jet nozzle technology. 11

Page 67, last
sentence

Incomplete. In lieu of the last sentence, the folloving
could be used: "Zaire has e:x--pressed interest in so:ae type
of enrichment plant to utilize excess hydropm<er but so
far no one has come fonvard to finru~ce, build and operate
a plant there. 11
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WASHINGTON
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MEMO TO

JIM CANNON

FROM

JIM CAVANAUGH

All of Brent's updates were
resolved to their satisfaction
and were in the final letter
that Seamans signed last night.
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE

G O~iFIDE N'PfAL

WASHINGTON

October 15, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Response to GAO's Report on Uraniurr1
Enrichment

(1f/

Regarding the GAO report on uraniurr1 enrichment and the draft response,
as you know our major concern is to stem, as speedily as possible,
the uncertainty that has characterized the US commitment to providing new
enrichment services to the rest of the world. Because of the uncertainty,
the US has lost a great deal of influence in international nuclear affairs,
several billion dollars in enrichm.ent contracts and reactor sales have
gone elsewhere, and the risk of proliferation has grown as other countries
find it in their interest to develop independent nuclear capabilities. Saturday's
announcement of Iran's investment in an unsafe guarded South African enrichment facility is a recent example of the developments which are the source
of our concern.
Neither the GAO draft report nor the Administration 1 s response makes
sufficient point of the necessity for immediate action. It should be noted
that there are eight countries holding conditional contracts for fueling 15
reactors (worth $3 billion over the life of the contract) which might well
S'e lost to a new French plant if we eafifidt convert these contracts to a hrm
statuS. 7YVe ca:n also expect even greatet losses fat fureigtt teactoi s ttow
being planned for operation after 1983.
In addition to the above general comment, I would like to note three specific
concerns with Attachment A of the draft response to the GAO report.
Under item 1, it is stated that the negotiation between UEA
and the government regarding the support package has not been
completed. This may provide a ready excuse for Congress to
delay considering the legislation until the UEA package is better
defined.
In commenting negatively, under item 5, on the budget and financial
impact of a government enrichment corporation, we should be
careful not to contradict some of the concepts and assurances
connected with the President's proposal for a $100 billion government corporation (EIA) to invest in energy development. (Also,
to avoid loss of time, we do want EIA and the support of uraniUITl
enrichment to get intertwined.)

G..OJ>l FIDEN TIA:L

Under items 6 and 7, it is implied that only a private venture
could receive foreign investment. Foreign investment participation has not been ruled out in a next plant even if it were
government owned. Major customers, such as Japan and Iran,
are interested in the surety of supply that would accompany
part ownership of a plant, and we do not want to foreclose that
possibility.
Dave Elliott of my staff will be working today with the group who drafted
the response to the GAO report, and I hope that changes can be found to
accommodate our concerns indicated above.

C C»T FIDE~+ TI:A t
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 16, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE HONORABLE

RUSSELL~{MdfN

ADMINISTRATOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
FROM:
SUBJECT:

GLEN~HLEEDE

,·

CY

A- . ...L

~- j
... /

Electrical Power for Add-On
Uranium Enrichment Plant

May we have your help.
As you know, the President forwarded to the Congress
on June 26, 1975 a comprehensive plan for expanding the
Nation's uranium enrichment capacity and beginning the
transition to a private competitive uranium enrichment
industry.
Briefly, the legislative proposal would allow ERDA to
enter into cooperative agreements with private firms
that wish to build uranium enrichment plants -- to
provide Government cooperation and temporary assurances,
during a transition period.
The proposal also contemplated a back-up or 11 hedge" plan,
in the event the Congress wouldn't go along or if private
firms couldn't make it. The "hedge 11 plan would involve
Government financed construction of a major addition to
the existing ERDA enrichment plant near Portsmouth, Ohio.
If the Government builds an add-on plant, it will need
electrical power.
ERDA's Oak Ridge Operations Office
(which is in charge of developing the "hedge" plant) has
been exploring possibilities for the electrical power
that would be required.
ERDA received from Mr. Donald Cook of American Electrical
Power Company the letter at Tab A. Briefly, the letter
indicates that electric power plants could be built to
supply the needed electrical power, subject to two
conditions:

- 2 1.

Government guaranteed securities to cover the
capitalization of the power plants and transmission
lines.·

2.

A plan for meeting air quality requirements spelled
out on page 2 which, briefly, seems to involve
using (a) a blend of high and low sulfur coal,
(b) tall stacks, and {c) intermittent controls
but no scrubbers.

The Request
Would you please let Dr. Seamans, FEA, and us know
whether the AEP plan for meeting air quality requirements
would meet Federal and State of Ohio requirements.
I understand from ERDA that this matter has been discussed
with some people in the lower levels of EPA but that a
definitive answer has not yet been obtained.
We would appreciate a prompt response because:
Should the answer be negative, some alternative will
need to.be explored.
We expect hearings soon on the package and the
question of power supply for an add-on plant at
Portsmouth could be an important issue.
Thanks very much for your help.
Attachment
cc:

D~Robert Seamans
\,)ft". James Cannon
Mr. Frank Zarb
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